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Layout 
 

The ATLAS experiment is one of the four experiments that will operate in the future LHC 
collider at CERN. Chapter 1 describes the ATLAS experiment in the LHC. 

The Hadronic Tile Calorimeter (TileCal) is one of the detectors of the ATLAS experiment. 
Chapter 2 describes the TileCal detector front-end and back-end electronics. 

The Trigger and Data Acquisition system (TDAQ) is the online software used for the read-out 
of the whole ATLAS experiment. It is common to all sub-detectors. However, some specific 
implementation is needed to include the TileCal hardware into the read-out. This document describes 
the status of the TileCal software used for the commissioning phase of the detector. 

The TDAQ software is divided into multiple components. One infrastructure component is the 
configuration databases where the description of the read-out is done. These are based on XML 
language to store the data and an Online Kernel System (OKS) to operate with it. A common schema 
is used to describe the read-out which is extended by the sub-detectors to describe their specific 
elements. Another TDAQ infrastructure component is the Information Service (IS). This is a 
configurable daemon service which is used to exchange information between software applications of 
the TDAQ within a partition. Chapter 3 shows an overview of the specific schema classes needed to 
describe the set-up and read-out of the TileCal detector. These are refered to as TileCal schema classes 
which are used in the configuration databases and in the IS to describe the TileCal detector. 

One of the commissioning tasks is to have a quick test for the front-end electronics. The tests 
measure the electronics response to an injected charge through the so-called Charge Injection System 
(CIS). These tests are performed using the TileCal Read Out Drivers (RODs) through VME read-out 
as an upgrade to the previous tests performed with the Mobile Data Acquisition (MobiDAQ) system. 
These tests are executed from the Diagnostics and Verification System (DVS). The TileCal front-end 
electronics DVS tests are reviewed in Chapter 4. Also the back-end electronics tests are described in 
this Chapter, which consist of a set of register and functionality tests. 

As a part of the TDAQ software, the Integrated Graphical User Interface (IGUI) is the online 
shifter interface with the read-out. This IGUI can be extended by adding user-defined tabbed panels 
to the main display. Chapter 5 describes the TileCal IGUI panel developed to offer control over the 
configuration and information about the online performance of the detector. It is also described how 
the online IS representation of the configuration of the TileCal is handled against the online database 
representation of the configuration stored in the configuration databases (online database 
representation). This is a necessary concept for the next Chapters. 

The TDAQ system is not operational until the detector specific hardware is handled from the 
main TDAQ infrastructure. This is done through the ROD Crate DAQ (RCD) framework. This is a 
base read-out application which loads plug-in C++ libraries to control the hardware modules. A set of 
extended C++ classes are described to handle the front-end and back-end configuration. It will be 
explained how the online database and IS representations described in Chapter 5 are handled by each 
RCD plug-in library. 

Chapter 7 describes the complete read-out configuration of the TileCal for the commissioning. 
All objects described in Chapter 1 are included in the description of the system. This description 
requires the knowledge of the functionality of each RCD plug-in described in Chapter 6. 
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The other online activity for commissioning is the data acquisition. The different run types used 
for TileCal commmissioning are reviewed in Chapter 8. 

Finally, the offline validation and data quality checks performed on the data after a run is 
reviewed in Chapter 9. 
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1 The ATLAS experiment at the LHC 

Science has always tried to unveal the the laws of nature. In the nineteenth century, some scientists 
thought that the world could be explained with a couple of fundamental interactions: gravity, 
electricity and magnetism. Not long after that, the fundamental interactions grew in number up to the 
ones we accept today: gravitational, electromagnetic, strong and week. The standard model of particle 
physics is missing the proof of existance for the Higgs boson.  However, looking back in time, we can 
expect nature amaze us again with the observation of inexplicable events. We are at the beginning of a 
new era and getting ready for it. 

CERN (Centre Européen pour la Recherché Nucléaire) is the world’s biggest particle physics 
laboratory. Sited astride the Franco-Swiss border near Geneva. Counts 20 member states and more 
than 6000 scientists which collaborate in the experiments conducted at CERN for their research. 
Currently, CERN is undergoing  the construction of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) (Figure 1) in a 
circular tunel 27 km long at 100 meters from the surface. 

 
Figure 1: Air view of CERN and LHC. 

The LHC will be the largest hadron collider in the world. The turn on is scheduled for beginning 
2008. It is a proton – proton (pp) collider with a total energy in the centre of mass of 14 TeV and a full 
luminosity of 1034cm-2s-1.  

ATLAS (A Toroidal Lhc AparatuS) is a general purpose pp detector of the four particle detector 
experiments (ALICE, ATLAS, CMS and LHCb) currently being commissioned for the Large Hadron 
Collider (LHC). It is 44 m long, 25 m high and weights approximately 7000 t (Figure 2). The detector 
is composed of several subsystems, each one with specific characteristics according to its functionality. 
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Figure 2: ATLAS detector layout. 

From the inner part to the outer part of ATLAS the subsystems are: 

• Inner detector: Sub-detector made out of other three ( pixel detector, semiconductor 
tracker and transition radiation tracker ) measures the momentum of charged 
particles. 

• Solenoid magnet. Magnetic system designed to decrease the scattering of the particles 
in the tracking system. 

• Electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters: Liquid Argon (LAr) and TileCal detectors 
designed to measure the energy of the particles.  

• Toroid magnets: Magnetic system to bend the tracks of the particles for momentum 
measurement. 

• Muon chambers: Sub-detector designed to identify and trigger muons and measure 
their momentum. 

Table 1 shows the expected performance for each of the different ATLAS subdetectors together 
with its acceptance for physics measurements and trigger coverage. 
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 η COVERAGE SUBDETECTOR MINIMAL REQUIRED RESOLUTION, 
CHARACTERISTICS 

MESUREMENTS TRIGGER 

Inner Detector 30% at pT = 500 GeV 
Enhanced electron identification 
τ - and b - tagging 
Secondary vertex detection at initial 
luminosities 

± 2.5 
± 2.5 
± 2.5 
± 2.5 

 

Electromagnetic 
calorimeter %7.0%10

⊕
E

 ± 3 ± 2.5 

Hadronic calorimeter: 
• Barrel and End-cap 
 
• Forward 

 

%3%50
⊕

E
 

%10%100
⊕

E
 

 
± 3 
 
3 < |η| < 5 

 
± 3 
 
3 < |η| < 5 

Muon chambers 10% at pT = 1 TeV  
In stand-alone mode at highest luminosity 

± 3 ± 2.2 

Table 1: General detector performance goals. 

The ATLAS Trigger and Data Acquisition system (TDAQ) is based on three levels of online 
event selection. Each level of trigger refines the decisions made by the previous level to reduce the 
amount of data rate to be stored to tape from 40 MHz to 100 Hz. 

The ATLAS TDAQ system architecture is shown in Figure 3. Level 1 trigger is a hardware 
trigger based on information coming from the calorimetry system and the muon chambers. The 
nominal bunch crossing frequency is 40 MHz. The hardware signals at 40 MHz arrive to the Central 
Trigger Processor (CTP) where the trigger decision is made based on interesting physics events. The 
Level 1 trigger expects to have interesting events on a poisson distribution with a mean around 100 
kHz. 

 
Figure 3: ATLAS TDAQ system architecture. 
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On every interesting event, the so-called Level 1 trigger Accept (L1A) is propagated to each 
sub-detector back-end electronics system. Every sub-detector acquires the corresponding event with 
the given L1A and passes the data fragment through the Read-Out Drivers (RODs) to the Read-Out 
Buffers (ROBs) where it will be stored until the level 2 trigger requests it or rejects it. 

The Level 2 trigger is a software trigger based on the Regions Of Interest (ROIs) defined by the 
Level 1 trigger. Level 2 receives the L1A from the Level 1 trigger along with the ROI information 
generated at Level 1 by the CTP. Level 2 trigger latency is 10 μs. Time during which the information 
has to be requested to the ROBs selected by the Level 1 ROI and processed by the trigger. Level 2 
trigger reduces the rate from 100 kHz to 1 kHz.  

Finally the Level 3 trigger, the so-called Event Filter (EF), combines the information from all 
the ROBs which passed the Level 2 trigger in the Sub-Farm Inputs (SFIs) and reduces the rate from 1 
kHz to 100 Hz. The algorithms used in this trigger level are offline code, this allows sofisticated 
algorithms to be run before the data is stored to tape by the Sub-Farm Outputs (SFOs). The SFIs and 
SFOs are commonly known as the Event Builder (EB). 

The software based trigger levels (Level 2 and EF) are commonly known as High Level Trigger 
(HLT). 

The TDAQ architecture is sub-detector dependant from the front-end electronics up to the 
RODs. Each sub-detector is responsible for the integration of their front-end electronics control with 
the common TDAQ infrastructure.  
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2 The Hadronic Tile Calorimeter detector 

2.1 Detector overview 

A calorimetric system is designed to absorb the energy of the particles that cross the detector. The 
Hadronic Tile Calorimeter (TileCal) detector is composed of 3 barrels, one central barrel with a length 
of 5.6 m and two extended barrels with a length of 2.9 m each. The inner radius of the detector is 
approximately 2.2 m and the outer radius approximately 4.2 m. Each barrel is divided azimuthally into 
64 wedges, the so-called modules, see Figure 4 . 

 

Figure 4: The TileCal detector. 

The TileCal modules are sampling devices made out of steel as the passive medium and 
scintillating tiles as the active material. The absorber structure is a laminate of steel plates of various 
dimensions, connected to a massive structural element referred to as a girder. The principal innovation 
of this detector is that the tiles are arranged perpendicularly to the beam line of the LHC. It has been 
shown that this characteristic provides a good homogeneity in energy resolution. 

o Summarising, the basic considerations of the detector design are: 

o Good energy resolution over the whole η range covered. 

o Good linearity in response from the few GeV to the TeV range.  

o Excellent uniformity in both η and φ directions. 

o Good hermeticity, with the presence of cracks and dead material reduced as much as 
possible. 

2.2 Optics 

Light is produced in the scincillating tiles by ionizing particles which cross the TileCal detector. 
The light is produced in the Ultra Violet (UV) range and intensity is proportional to the energy 
deposited by the particle. The light propagates through the tile to its edges, where it is absorbed by the 
wave length shifting (WLS) fibre and shifted to a longer wavelength (chosen to match the sensitive 
region of the photomultiplier photocathode). The fibres are attached to the tiles in the radial direction, 
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as shown in Figure 5. The light propagates via total internal reflection to the PMT where it is 
converted into electric pulses that are processed by the electronics. 

 

 

Figure 5: TileCal module wedge. 

Each tile is read-out by two photomultipliers to achieve signal redundancy. Read-out cells are 
defined by the routing of the fibres from different tiles to one PMT. Each cell is read-out by 2 PMTs. 
In Figure 6 the read-out cell distribution is shown.  

 
Figure 6: TileCal cell distribution for a central and an extended barrel module. 

2.3 Front-end electronics 

The front-end and digitizing electronics are situated in the back-beam region of the modules on 
so-called drawers. The drawers are movable and can be inserted into the girder (Figure 7). Two 
drawers are combined together in a so-called super-drawer. The super-drawer of one side of the 
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central barrel module contains 45 PMTs and the super-drawer of an extended barrel module 32 
PMTs. The high voltages (HV) of the PMTs are regulated by special boards in the drawer.   

 

Figure 7: View of a drawer inside a girder of a module. 

The PMTs are read-out in groups of 3 by the Tile Calorimeter Data Management Unit (TileDMU) 
chips. Each digitizer controls two TileDMUs. The digitizers are connected to motherboards. Figure 8 
shows the layout of the electronics in a drawer. 

Front-end links

Interface board
PMT

DigitizerMotherboard

DMU

 
Figure 8: Schematic layout of the electronics in a drawer. 

2.3.1 PMT Blocks 

The function of a PMT block is to convert the light from the scintillating tiles into electric signals. 
Each PMT block is an assembly of four parts: 

• A light mixer. 

• A photomultiplier tube. 

• A HV divider. 
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• A 3in1 card. 

The PMT blocks (Figure 9) are located in holes inside the rigid aluminium structure of the drawers 
and are shielded with a mu-metal cylinder to provide magnetic shielding of up to 200 Gauss in any 
direction. 

 
Figure 9: Arrangement of a PMT block. 

2.3.1.1 Light mixer 

A light mixer is placed between the fibres and the photocathode to optimize detection uniformity 
(Figure 10). 

2.3.1.2 PMT 

Several studies have been made in order to select the best photomultiplier. It was found that the 
Hamamatsu R7877 (Figure 11) was the best choice. A summary of the main features of the PMT can 
be found on Table 2. 

QUANTITY REQUIREMENT 

Quantum efficiency at 480 nm > 18 % 
Nominal gain with full efficiency 105 

Dark current at nominal gain < 1 nA 
Rise time < 2.5 ns 
High voltage at nominal gain < 1000 V 
Gain variation of 1 % with shielding in every direction 500 Gauss 
Max. non-linearity for pulses of 15 ns and 50 mA currents < 2 % 
Useful photocathode area < 300 mm2 

Length < 50 mm 

Table 2: TileCal PMT main requirements. 

2.3.1.3 HV divider 

The primary purpose of the divider (Figure 12) is to partition the high voltage between the 
dynodes of the PMT. The TileCal HV divider also serves as a socket to allow the connection of the 
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PMT to the front-end electronics without any interconnecting wires. This design minimizes the 
capacitance between the PMT and the electronics and is important to reduce noise and unreliable 
connections. 

2.3.1.4 3in1 card 

This card (Figure 13) has 3 functionalities: 

• Provide a high and low gain shaped output pulse for the digitizer boards. 

• Charge injection calibration. 

• Slow integration of the PMT signals for monitoring and calibration. 

 

Figure 10: Response of a PMT without (left) and with 
(right) a light mixer as a function of the fibre position. 

 

Figure 11: Photomultipier, Hamamatsu R7877. 

  

 

Figure 12: Picture of TileCal dividers. 

 

Figure 13: The 3in1 card. 

 

2.3.2 Mother boards 

Signals and services are transmitted along the electronics drawer using a 3-layer structure. The 
inner layer carries low voltage power and digital control signals to the PMT blocks. The middle layer 
supports cables carrying the analogue signals from the PMT blocks to the digitizers, while the outer 
layer contains the level 1 trigger summation circuits and their output cables. 
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2.3.3 Digitizer system 

The TileCal Digitizer consists of two chains of digitizer boards connected to a readout interface in 
the center of the super-drawer. Each digitizer board samples and stores data from 6 PMTs. The 
digitizer boards contain 3 main types of components: 

o 2 ADCs (two for each channel) 

o 2 TileDMUs, which are custom devices containing pipeline memories for three channels, 
together with readout buffers and control functions. 

o One TTCrx chip responsible for system timing and programming. 

The TileDMU is implemented in a custom gate array. It receives ten-bit high gain and low gain 
inputs from three different channels. The data are stored in a pipeline memory, pending a Level-1 
trigger decision. On an accept, a programmable number of consecutive samples are sent to 
derandomizer readout buffers implemented in a dual port RAM. The readout from each TileDMU is 
connected to the link interface card via point-to-point links that use LVDS for signal transmission. 
The data-flow along a chain of digitizers is shown in Figure 14. 

 
Figure 14: Data-flow along a chain of digitizers. 

2.3.4 Interface boards 

The interface boards receive the TTC information and propagates it to the digitizer boards. When an 
event is accepted the 8 digitizer boards send serialized data to the interface board where it is 
derandomized and sent through an optical link (HDMP-1032) to the Read-Out Drivers (RODs) as 
detailed in Figure 15. The actual design of the interface links is based on the S-Link protocol. 
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Figure 15: Block diagram of the interface board. 

2.4 Back-end electronics 

The TileCal back-end electronics are located in the USA15 cavern, the so-called electronics cavern. 
The electronics are divided by TTC partitions. Each TTC partition is divided into ROD and TTC 
electronics which are physically divided into two crates. 

2.4.1 ROD 

The same ROD motherboard is used for both ATLAS electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters. 
Figure 16 shows the block diagram of the ROD motherboard, TM board and DSP PUs. The so-called 
ROD system. Figure 18 shows a picture of the ROD motherboard. The components of the ROD 
system are detailed in the following paragraphs. 

 
Figure 16: Block diagram of the ROD system. 

2.4.1.1 Optical Receivers 

The data coming from the Front-End Boards (FEB) are received in the Optical Receivers (OR) 
located in the front panel of the ROD. There are 8 ORs mounted on each ROD and each one 
receives data from one super-drawer of the detector. The optical signal received is transformed by the 
OR into an electrical signal in Positive-referenced standard Emitter-Coupled Logic (PECL). 
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2.4.1.2 HDMP-1024 deserializers  

The differential signal coming from the ORs is then deserialized with 8 G-Links. The G-Link used 
in the ROD is the HDMP-1024 Agilent device. The serializer chip used in the FE to send the data to 
the ROD is the HDMP-1032, which is a newer version of the chip used in the ROD. Nevertheless, 
the compatibility of the serializers used in FE and the deserializers used in the ROD was checked in 
long term burn-in tests with optimal results. The G-links in the TileCal ROD are clocked at 40 MHz. 
It implies that each 25 ns a 16-bit word is received in the G-Links, providing a ROD input data 
bandwidth of 5,12 Gbps. 

2.4.1.3 Staging FPGAs  

There are 4 Staging FPGA chips per ROD. The Staging FPGA distributes the input data to each 
Processing Unit (PU). It is possible to route up to four inputs to one PU. Thus, with only two PUs we 
can process all the data arriving to the ROD. This is the so-called Staging operation mode and it will 
be used by default in TileCal. Nevertheless it is possible to mount up to four PUs in the ROD. In this 
case, each PU processes the data coming from two inputs. This is the full operation mode and could 
be used as a future upgrade to double the processing capabilities of the ROD. Other functionalities of 
the Staging FPGA are the monitoring of the G-Links temperature and the injection of data to the PUs 
from an internal memory for debug and tests. 

2.4.1.4 Processing Units 

The ROD has four slots for PUs, but as was said above, only two PUs per ROD will be used in 
TileCal. The ROD design with slots for PUs mezzanine boards allows flexibility for future upgrades. 
The DSP PU is equipped with two Input FPGAs and two DSPs. These dual devices get double 
processing power in a single PU and in the Staging operation mode each Input FPGA and DSP has to 
process data coming from two FE inputs. In addition, an Output FPGA provides interface with the 
VME bus and with the TTC FPGA.  

The data received in the Input FPGA is checked to validate the correct transmission from the FE 
and formatted as needed by the DSP. When an event is ready, the Input FPGA sends an interruption 
to the DSP which launches a Direct Memory Access (DMA) to read the data. The data is processed in 
the DSP and stored in an external FIFO. The DSP has an input buffer where it is possible to store up 
to 16 events. In order to avoid event loss, if this input buffer is almost full, the DSP is able to raise a 
busy signal that will stop the L1As. The busy signal is set by the DSP, received by the TBM, and 
propagated through the ROD Busy and the LTP to the CTP. 

2.4.1.5 Output Controllers 

The Output Controller (OC) FPGA is the ROD output distributor. There are four OC mounted 
in the ROD but only two are used in the TileCal specifications. Each OC reads out the data coming 
from one PU and builds a ROD fragment with the reconstructed data generated in four FEBs. It also 
adds S-Link header and trailers words to the output data according to the ATLAS Trigger and Data 
Acquisition (TDAQ) data format. Then, the OC sends this ROD event fragment to the next trigger 
level through the S-Link LSC cards located in the Transition Module (TM). Nevertheless it is possible 
to configure the OC to store the events in a SDRAM and to read them out from the VME bus. 

2.4.1.6 VME FPGA 

There is one VME FPGA in each ROD. It provides communication between the ROD crate 
controller and all the components in the ROD. This communication allows configuration tasks, 
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remote access to the Joint Test Action Group (JTAG) chain and PUs booting. The Busy logic and 
Busy monitoring system is also implemented in the VME FPGA, as well as the interrupt handling. 

2.4.1.7 TTC FPGA 

The Trigger and Time Control (TTC) information is received in the ROD crates by the Trigger 
and Busy Module (TBM) and it is distributed to all the RODs in the crate through the backplane. This 
information is decoded at ROD level by the TTC receiver asic (TTCrx) and managed by the TTC 
FPGA which sends this information to the PUs. The TTC FPGA has different trigger operation 
modes and it is configurable with some VME registers. It is possible to trigger the ROD by the VME 
bus, locally or using the TTC information, which will be the normal trigger mode in the LHC. 

2.4.2 TM 

The Transition Modules (TMs) are placed just behind each ROD module. The ROD module 
sends data through the backplane P2 and P3 connectors to the TM. The data is transmitted to the 
ROS system via optical fibers using two S-Link mezzanine LSCs. Figure 20 is a picture of the TM. 

2.4.3 TBM 

The TBM receives an optical fibre from the TTC system. TBM duplicates it and distributes it to 
each ROD module through the P3/J3 connector, using point-to-point transmission lines on the CP3 
board inside the ROD crate as shown in Figure 17. 

The second function of the TBM is to gather the busy signals from the ROD modules through 
the CP3 and send them out. A logical OR is made out of the individual busy signals and creates the 
"Crate Busy" signal which has to be sent onto a coaxial cable to one input of the ROD Busy Module 
of the TTC partition crate.  
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TTC
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TM

VME

TBM
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Figure 17: Connections between the ROD, TM and TBM boards. 

2.4.4 LTP 

The main purpose of the ATLAS Local Trigger Processor (LTP) is to receive timing and trigger 
signals from the ATLAS Central Trigger Processor (CTP) and to inject them into the Timing, Trigger 
and Control (TTC) system of an ATLAS sub-detector front-end TTC partition. The LTP allows also 
stand-alone running by using local timing and trigger signal sources or by internal signal generation. 
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The LTP can pass on signals from the CTP or local sources to a sub-sequent LTP, of the same sub-
detector system, in a daisy-chained manner. A picture of the LTP is shown in Figure 27. 

2.4.5 TTCvi 

The TTCvi module interfaces the TTC system to the Central Trigger Processor (Global Trigger) 
and to the single board computer which generates commands and data to be transmitted to the front-
end electronics. It delivers the A Channel and B Channel signals to the TTC transmitters for 
multiplexing, encoding, optical conversion and distribution to the TTCrx ASICs associated with the 
front-end electronics controllers.  

The TTC A Channel is used to transmit the Level 1 Accept (L1A) signal. The TTCvi incorporates 
a programmable L1A source selector and an internal trigger emulator for test purposes.  

The TTC B Channel is used to transmit framed and formatted commands and data. These can be 
either: 

• Short format synchronous or asynchronous broadcast command/data cycles. If 
synchronous, the timing of these cycles relative to the LHC orbit is controlled precisely. 
They are used for the broadcasting of the bunch counter reset signals which control the 
phases of the TTCrx bunch counters, and for the transmission of other fast synchronous 
broadcast controls and test commands or data. These commands are deskewed in the 
TTCrx ASICs to compensate for individual differences in fibre propagation delay, 
electronics and detector delays and particle times-of-flight. 

• Long format asynchronous individually addressed or broadcast command/data cycles. 
The timing of these cycles with respect to the LHC orbit is indeterminate and they are not 
individually deskewed in TTCrx ASICs. They are used for the transmission of parameters, 
test data, calibration data and non time-critical commands, such as channel masks, to the 
front-end electronics. 

A TTCvi picture is shown in Figure 22. 

2.4.6 TTCex 

The TTCex module is a laser transmitter module. Converts the TTCvi commands into optical 
TTC signals that arrive to the front-end electronics. It provides 10 optical outputs at a level of about 0 
dBm, each of which can be fanned out by a 1:32 optical tree coupler to broadcast to a total of 320 
destinations. The module contains 2 biphase mark encoders driven by a common internal 
VCXO/PLL with very low jitter. A TTCex picture is shown in Figure 26. 

2.4.7 TTCpr 

The TTCpr mezzanine card is a TileCal specific TTC receiver in PMC form factor. It is pluged in 
to the Single Board Computer (SBC) of the TTC crate. It is used to make available the TTC 
information in the TDAQ RCD framework. Specifically, it was desired to have EventID, Bunch 
Counter, and Trigger Type available from TTC in the data records. It is used in calibration runs to 
have control event by event of the CIS parameters. The busy signal is sent to the ROD busy module. 
A TTCpr picture is shown in Figure 24.  
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2.4.8 ROD Busy 

The ROD busy module has 21 busy inputs, monitors each busy input line, is able to mask each 
busy input line, measures, in bunch cross units, each asserted busy line, produces the sum of all busy 
lines as a busy out signal and generates a VME interrupt after a programmed time-out.  

It receives the TTL busy signal from the TBM for all run types and TTCpr in calibration runs and 
makes a logical OR of the signals. The output is sent to the LTP busy input. A ROD busy picture is 
shown in Figure 23. 

2.4.9 SBC 

The Single Board Computer (SBC) is a 6U VME crate controller module, model VP-110 from 
Concurrent Technologies standard for all ATLAS. It is used to configure and control the rest of the 
modules in the crate. A SBC picture is shown in Figure 25. 

 
Figure 18: ROD module. 

 
 

 
Figure 19: DSP PU. 
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Figure 20: TM module. 

 
Figure 21: TBM module. 

 
Figure 22: TTCvi module. 

 
Figure 23: ROD busy module. 

 
Figure 24: TTCpr PMC card. 

  
Figure 25: Single board computer. 

 
Figure 26: TTCex module. 

 
Figure 27: LTP module. 
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3 TileCal schema 

In the ATLAS Trigger and Data Acquisition (TDAQ) system description, a common core schema 
[6] is available to allow all sub-detectors and systems speak the same language. However, this core 
schema has to be extended by each sub-detector to match the concrete configuration needs. For 
example, new classes have been added to the common schema to define the TileCal detector. 

This section will cover all the specific schema classes which are used to describe the set-up and 
read-out of the TileCal detector, refered to as TileCal schema classes. Those used in the configuration 
databases [7] to define the hardware and software objects used for the read-out and Diagnostics and 
Verification System (DVS) tests of the TileCal detector are the so-called the Tile configuration classes. 
Those used to describe the information objects that are inserted and retrieved from the IS [8] are 
called the Tile IS classes. 

Once the TileCal is completely described in terms of the specific schema classes, the information 
has to be accesible from the two development languages used, C++ and Java. To be independent 
from the storage mechanism of the configuration an extra abstraction layer is added. A so-called Data 
Access Library (DAL) is used to access the information contained in the databases, keeping the 
Application Program Interface (API) stable from release changes and the end user code re-usable with 
new release dependant DALs.  

The ATLAS TDAQ software offers the genconfig utility [9] and package to generate this DAL 
from the schema definitions. Tile DALs are generated from Tile configuration and IS schema classes. 
Both C++ and Java DALs are built for Tile configuration. Also a set of C++ header files and Java 
classes are created for the Tile IS classes.    

3.1 Tile configuration classes 

Tile configuration classes are those classes belonging to the TileCal schema that are used to 
describe the detector read-out in the configuration databases. These classes are classified into read-out 
classes which describe the front-end, back-end electronics and the TTC communication, and DVS 
classes which are used to describe and organize the DVS tests. 

The following paragraphs will cover the read-out and DVS classes. A set of naming conventions 
are used for the types definition as in the TDAQ configuration database core schema: U32 is unsigned 
int 32 bits, U8 is unsigned int 8 bits, Enum is enumeration, String is a string of characters, etc. 

3.1.1 Read-out classes 

The front-end electronics and the read-out up to the read-out links are sub-detector dependant. 
The following classes are TileCal specific classes used to describe elements in the read-out chain. 
These objects are put together into the TileCal partition described in Section 7, to configure the read-
out chain and data-flow of the TileCal detector. 

Figure 28 shows all the Tile read-out classes dependencies. 
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Figure 28: Tile read-out classes. 

3.1.1.1 TileDigiTTCModule 

This class holds the configuration for the front-end electronics and TTC communication. It 
extends the Module and ReadoutModule TDAQ core classes. The attributes and relationships are 
listed in Table 3. 
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Attribute Description Type Range Init-

value 
TTCvi TTCvi board VME base address. U32   

Shame Shared memory section address (name) for passing current 
calibration parameters. U32  0xCAFE 

Busy VME address of ROD Busy module, if any U32   
Mask Bit mask of the 16 busy channels of ROD Busy module. U16   

Controls List of controlled super-drawers. TileDrawerModule   
Orbit Source of the Orbit signal to the TTCvi. Enum External, Internal External 

Channel TTCvi channel to be used for L1A. U8 0 - 5 1 
Rate Random trigger rate (with channel 5). U8   

I3delay Inhibit 3 delay for CIS calibration U8  88 

Cdelay Delay in 25ns units between charge and discharge of the CIS 
capacitor. U32  2000 

Mode Digitizers working mode. Enum normal, calib, test Normal 
Samples Number of samples. U8 1 - 16 9 
Pipeline Pipeline length of the digitizers. U8  86 
Hlimit Digitizers high gain switching limit. U16  2 
Llimit Digitizers low gain switching limit. U16  1022 
Ddac Digitizers pedestal DAC setting. U8  120 
Ndacs Number of DAC steps in CIS scan. U8  128 
Phases Number of phase steps per DAC in CIS scan. U8  30 
Events Number of events per phase in CIS scan. U8  8 
Charge Charge of the capacitor for a CIS mono. U16 0 - 1023 120 

Cap Capacitor to be used for CIS mono. Enum none, 5.2pF, 100pF, 
both 100pF 

Table 3: TileDigiTTCModule attributes. 

3.1.1.2 TileDrawerModule 

This class holds the configuration for the front-end super-drawer with parameters such as the 
addresses. It extends the HW_Object TDAQ core class. The attributes and relationship can be 
grouped by purpose as shown in Table 4. 

Attribute Description Type Range Init-value 
ModuleName Name of the module String   
ModuleType Type of the module. Enum EBA, LBA, LBC, EBC LBA 
SerialADC Integrator ADC serial number. String  DEFID 
BoardID Drawer Order in CANbus chain U16  1 
SerialHV HV_Micro serial number U16  1 

HVboardID Drawer Order in HV CANbus chain U16  1 
mb_ttcrx Motherboard mezzanine card TTCrx address, 14bit. U32  0 

mb_time_i Motherboard section i (i=1,4) CIS timing U16  115, 70, 60, 20 
Trigger_mask Trigger output mask U16  0xFFFF 

Digi_ttcrx_i (i=1,8) Digitizer i (i=1,8) TTCrx address, 14bit U32  0 
Digi_time_i (i=1,8) Digitizer i (i=1,8) time of flight deskew2 setting U16  0 

HW_Objects Relationship to other hardware object HW_Object   

Table 4: TileDrawerModule attributes. 

3.1.1.3 TileCal_RODModule 

This class holds the configuration for the ROD module, with information regarding which input 
and output channels connected to the ROD module. It extends the Module and ReadoutModule 
TDAQ core classes. The attributes and relationships are listed in Table 5. 
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Attribute Description Type Range Init-value 
ModuleName ROD Module name for message reporting. String  TileCal_ROD 

ModuleId ROD Module Id for subfragment ID. U32  0x5100 
Present Boolean value for the presence of the module in the read-out. Bool  True 
Staging Boolean value for the staging configuration of the entire module. Bool  True 

BaseAddress VME slot where the ROD module is located. U8 1 - 21 7 

BelongsTo Relationship of type segment pointing to the segment containing 
the ROD module. Segment   

OfcPlugin Relationship to the TileOfcPlugin that holds the Optimal Filtering 
constants. TileOfcPlugin   

chan_i_enable 
(i=1,8) Boolean value to define if channel i ( i=1,8 ) is read-out. Bool  True 

chan_i_fragid 
(i=1,8) 

Fragment ID of the TileDrawerModule read-out by channel i ( 
i=1,8 ). U32  0 

chan_i_drawer 
(i=1,8) 

Relationship to the TileDrawerModule read-out by channel i ( 
i=1,8 ). TileDrawerModule   

OCi_out 
(i=1,4) 

Boolean value to define is OC number i ( i=1,4 ) is being used. 
Deprecated. Bool  True 

Table 5: TileCal_RODModule attributes. 

The fragment IDs used in the TileCal_RODModule defines uniquely the front-end super-drawer 
with a 2 byte word. The first lower byte is the super-drawer module ID, this is the super-drawer 
position minus one. The next byte is the barrel ID being LBA=1, LBC=2, EBA=3, EBC=4. As an 
example, super-drawer LBA01 has fragment ID 0x100 and LBC64=0x23F. Table 6 describes the 
fragment ID word composition.  

Bits 15 … 8 7 … 0 

Value Barrel ID Super-drawer ID 

Table 6: Fragment ID word composition. 

3.1.1.4 TileCal_RODFile 

This class holds the information of the files that have to be loaded to the ROD at configuration 
time. Any file used by the ROD can be described using this structure. The two files needed to boot 
the processing units [14] are defined using this schema. The attributes are listed in Table 7. 

Attribute Description Type Range Init-value 

Name String to define the file to be used. Has to match the real 
filename. String   

Type Purpose of the file. Enum DSP,InFPGA,StagFPGA  
Path Path to the file. String   

Isrelative Boolean value to define if a basepath should be prepended to 
the path. Bool  True 

Basepath Path to be prepended. String   
Storage Storage mechanism selected for the file. Enum Filesystem,castor,tilec Filesystem 

Table 7: TileCal_RODFile attributes. 

3.1.1.5 TilePlugin 

This class is the base class for the TileOfcPlugin. Thinking of future upgrades to the schema. This 
class is already the base plugin class. The TileOfcPlugin extends this class. 
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3.1.1.6 TileOfcPlugin 

This class is a general Optimal Filtering Constants (OFC) plug-in class for the 
TileCal_RODModule. The TileCal_RODModule ofcplugin relationship is of this type. It extends the 
TilePlugin class. 

At configuration time, the TileCal_RODModule RCD queries the TileCal_RODModule object in 
the database for the ofcPlugin, retrieving an object which is used as a TileOfcPlugin. If the Object in 
the database has been correctly described, the public methods for the TileOfcPlugin are then used for 
the object retrieved, no matter the real type of it.  

For a complete guide please refer to Section 6.5.4. 

3.1.1.7 TileOfc_RODFile 

This class represents a OFC plug-in that will read a TileCal_RODFile and pass the information to 
the TileCal_RODModule within the get OFC method. It extends the TileOfcPlugin class. The list of 
attributes is listed in Table 8. 

Attribute Description Type Range Init-value 
OF1_Physics File containing constants for physics OF1 TileCal_RODFile   

OF1_CIS File containing constants for CIS mono OF1 TileCal_RODFile   
OF1_LED File containing constants for LED OF1 TileCal_RODFile   

OF2_Physics File containing constants for physics OF2 TileCal_RODFile   
OF2_CIS File containing constants for CIS mono OF2 TileCal_RODFile   
OF2_LED File containing constants for LED OF2 TileCal_RODFile   

Table 8: TileOfc_RODFile attributes. 

3.1.1.8 TileOfcUseDB 

This class represents an OFC plug-in that will retrieve the OF constants from POOL. It extends 
the TileOfcPlugin. The attributes are listed in Table 9. 

Attribute Description Type Range Init-value 

PoolFile String describing the Pool file where to extract the OF 
constants. String   

PoolDB String describing the Pool DB where to look for the OF 
constants. String   

OutputFile String describing the output file and directory of the constants. String   
OFType Optimal Filtering type: 0=none, 1=OF1, 2=OF2 U8 0,1,2 0 

Mode The mode of use of the plug-in. It can be AsciiNoPool, 
AsciiPool or Pool. Enum AsciiNoPool, 

AsciiPool, Pool Pool 

isAddress The IS address that contains the IS information which 
overloads this configuration String   

Table 9: TileOfcUseDB attributes. 

The code implementation will retrieve all this variables from the object holding the configuration 
and obtain the constants accordingly. Finally the constants will be loaded by the ROD as any other 
constants from any other TileOfcPlugin extended class. 
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3.1.1.9 TileTBMTriggerIn 

This class holds the configuration for the TileCal back-end electronics TBM module. Used in the 
ROD crates to control the TTC and busy information for all the crate. It extends the ReadoutTrigger. 
The attribute is listed in Table 11. 

Attribute Description Type Range Init-value 
Controls List of controlled ROD modules. TileCal_RODModule   

Table 10: TileTBMTriggerIn attributes. 

3.1.1.10 TileTTCprTriggerIn 

This class holds the configuration for the Tile TTCpr Trigger module. Used in calibration runs. It 
extends the ReadoutTrigger. The attributes are listed in Table 11. 

Attribute Description Type Range Init-value 
TriggerQueueSize Queue size U32  100 

QueueUnblockOffset Queue unblock offset U32  1 
RequestType Type of request. Enum TileEmulatorRequestWithEnable  

L1id Source of L1id number, from TTC or internal 
counter Enum TTC, internal TTC 

Bcid Source of BCid number: TTC or NULL Enum TTC, null TTC 
Ttype Source of Trigger type number: TTC or NULL Enum TTC, null TTC 

Table 11: TileTTCprTriggerIn attributes. 

3.1.1.11 TileVMEReadoutModule 

This class holds the configuration for many VME read-out modules specific for the Tile 
calorimeter. It extends the ReadoutModule class. The attributes are listed in Table 12. 

Attribute Description Type Range Init-value 
ModuleName Module name for error and debug messages String  VMEReadoutModule 

Moduletype VME hardware module type Enum null, busy, lrs1176, lrs1182, v775, 
v792, v259, sspi, shame, coin Null 

ModuleId Module Identifier to be used as sub fragment 
id U32  1 

BaseAddress Base VME address U32  0 
PollTimeout Poll timeout in microseconds U32  10000 

Table 12: TileVMEReadoutModule attributes. 

3.1.2 DVS classes 

This Section will describe all the Tile specific classes used for the DVS tests. All these classes will 
be organized in Section 4, to describe all the tests for the Tile calorimeter. 

Tile DVS tests are classified by read-out type. Digital read-out tests that use the RODs are 
described by two classes. One class describes the trigger configuration and the other describes the 
read-out configuration. The ADC read-out tests that use the Read-out Buffers (RB) are described by 
one single class. 

The following paragraphs will cover all the classes involved in the description of the Digital read-
out tests (CIS, LED, pedestal 1 kHz, pedestal 100 kHz) and ADC read-out tests (ADC 
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communication, light leak, pedestal, integrator gains). To see a complete description of the tests refer 
to Section 4. 

3.1.2.1 TileParXTrigger 

This type of class holds the configuration for the trigger application of the digital front-end DVS 
tests. The X values can be: CISHG, CISLG, LED, PED1kHz, and PED100kHz. The attribute and 
relationship list is the following: 

• IsBarrel: Boolean value to define if the super-drawers belong to the central barrel (LBA, LBC). 

• CPU: Relationship to the SBC that controls the TTC crate 

3.1.2.2 TileParXROD 

This type of class holds the configuration for the read-out application of the digital front-end DVS 
tests. The X values can be: CISHG, CISLG, LED, PED1kHz, and PED100kHz. The attributes and 
relationships are the following: 

• Slot: Slot information of the Tile ROD crate where the ROD is inserted 

• IsBarrel: Boolean value to define if the super-drawers belong to the central barrel (LBA, LBC). 

• CPU: Relationship to the SBC that controls the ROD crate 

3.1.2.3 TileSerX 

This class holds the configuration for the ADC tests. Where X stands for ADCInterface 
(TileSerADCInterface), IntegratorGains (TileSerIntegratorGains), IntegratorLightLeak 
(TileSerIntegratorLightLeak) and IntegratorPedestal (TileSerIntegratorPedestal). All of the classes 
extend the class HW_Object of the TDAQ core classes. The list of relationships is the following: 

• CPU: Relationship of type Computer to the SBC that controls the read-out buffer 

• TileDrawerModule: Relationship of type TileDrawerModule that describes the super-drawer 
to be tested. 

3.2 Tiledal 

When a TDAQ or detector application needs to get configuration data, it has to use some API to 
talk with the Database Management System (DBMS). It can use directly the DBMS API, but this way 
the application code results closely coupled with used DBMS and the code has to be completely over 
written if the DBMS is changed. As an alternative, the application can get the data via the so called 
Data Access Library (DAL). The DAL hides the DBMS calls so the application code can stay 
unchanged in case of the DBMS is changed. 

The DAL can be hand-written or automatically generated. The automatically generated DAL is 
more preferable since it allows easy modification of the database schema and requires less effort[8]. 

The TileDAL is the auto generated Data Access Library (DAL) to access to the schema defined 
for the Tile calorimeter. This library is auto generated from the schema file at compilation time of the 
TileConfiguration CMT package. It is auto generated using the autogen utility [8]. 
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This library will be used everywhere needed. It is the standard way to access the information 
contained in an object in the configuration database that is an implementation of a Tile specific class. 

3.2.1 Tiledal_dump 

A test application for the TileCal schema is also available. The Tiledal_dump application will dump 
on screen all the information relative to the TileCal schema objects in the configuration database. 

3.3 Tile IS classes 

The Information Service (IS) is a TDAQ infrastructure element used for information exchange 
between components. There are multiple IS servers running for every TDAQ partition. Each 
information object inside an IS server, has its type. An object can be read out from the IS without 
knowing it. However, it is not possible to write an object to the IS without knowing it. This is why 
there is a set of Tile specific IS classes, to insert Tile specific information into the IS with a given type. 

Info

time: time

TileCal_IS_DSPConfig

processingFormat: u8 = ’0’

iterations: bool = ’0’

met: bool = ’0’

muTag: bool = ’0’

histo: bool = ’0’

ttc: bool = ’1’

TileCal_IS_DSPRitmo

EventsInFeb1: u32 = ’0’

EventsOutFeb1: u32 = ’0’

EventsDisFeb1: u32 = ’0’

EventsInFeb2: u32 = ’0’

EventsOutFeb2: u32 = ’0’

EventsDisFeb2: u32 = ’0’

EventsInTTC: u32 = ’0’

EventsOutTTC: u32 = ’0’

EventsOut: u32 = ’0’

BusyCount: u32 = ’0’

BusyStatus: u32 = ’0’

TileCal_IS_OFCExpertParams

PoolFile: string

PoolDB: string

OFtype: u8 = ’0’

OutputFile: string

Mode: enum = ’AsciiNoPool’

TileCal_IS_RODModule

ModuleName: string = ’TileCal_ROD’

ModuleId: u32 = ’5100’

Present: bool = ’true’

Staging: bool = ’true’

BaseAddress: u32 = ’7’

chan_1_enable: bool = ’true’

chan_2_enable: bool = ’true’

chan_1_fragid: u32 = ’0’

chan_2_fragid: u32 = ’0’

OC1_out: enum = ’none’

chan_3_enable: bool = ’true’

chan_4_enable: bool = ’true’

chan_3_fragid: u32 = ’0’

chan_4_fragid: u32 = ’0’

OC2_out: enum = ’none’

chan_5_enable: bool = ’true’

chan_6_enable: bool = ’true’

chan_5_fragid: u32 = ’0’

chan_6_fragid: u32 = ’0’

OC3_out: enum = ’none’

chan_7_enable: bool = ’true’

chan_8_enable: bool = ’true’

chan_7_fragid: u32 = ’0’

chan_8_fragid: u32 = ’0’

OC4_out: enum = ’none’

TileCal_IS_TBM

ModuleName: string = ’TileCal_TBM’

busy: bool = ’true’

rod_1_busy: bool = ’true’

rod_2_busy: bool = ’true’

rod_3_busy: bool = ’true’

rod_4_busy: bool = ’true’

rod_5_busy: bool = ’true’

rod_6_busy: bool = ’true’

rod_7_busy: bool = ’true’

rod_8_busy: bool = ’true’

TileCal_IS_TTC

Orbit: string = ’Internal’

Channel: u8 = ’1’

I3delay: u8 = ’88’

Cdelay: u32 = ’2000’

Mode: string = ’normal’

Samples: u8 = ’9’

Pipeline: u8 = ’86’

Hlimit: u16 = ’1022’

Llimit: u16 = ’2’

Ddac: u8 = ’120’

Ndacs: u16 = ’128’

Phases: u8 = ’30’

Events: u8 = ’8’

Charge: u16 = ’120’

Cap: string = ’big’

 
Figure 29: Tile IS classes. 

As a TileCal policy, the Tile IS classes that represent read-out classes, do not extend the 
relationships as they are difficult to manage in the IS. For this reason, all of the relationships of the 
objects represented in the IS are removed. 

These set of IS objects that represent read-out objects are the online IS representation of the read-
out configuration against the online database representation which represents the value stored in the 
configuration databases. The values stored in the IS will be predominant over the values stored in the 
configuration databases, unless the IS object is completely empty or inexistent. This means that all 
read-out objects will prefer the online IS representation to the online database representation of the  
configuration. 

The general idea is to keep an online configuration in the IS, that is easy to modify and change 
(Especially when the configuration has to change frequently). As mentioned in Section 5, it is much 
easier for the user to change the parameters for the read-out from the TileCal IGUI panel than from 
the configuration database editor. 
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3.3.1 TileCal_IS_RODModule 

This class holds an in-memory configuration of the ROD module. It will overwrite the 
configuration from the database on configuration time of the module. It extends the Info TDAQ core 
class. The attributes are the following: 

• ModuleName: ROD Module name. 

• ModuleId: ROD Module Id. 

• Present: Boolean value for the presence of the ROD in the read-out.  

• Staging: Boolean value for the staging configuration of the entire ROD. 

• BaseAddress: VME slot where the ROD is located. 

• Chan_i_enable: Boolean value to define if channel i (i=1,8) is read-out. 

• Chan_i_fragid: Fragment ID of the TileDrawerModule read-out by channel i (i=1,8). 

• OCi_out: Boolean value to define is OC number i (i=1,4) is being used. Deprecated. 

3.3.2 TileCal_IS_TBM 

This class holds the busy information from the TBM module. It is read-only information from the 
module. It extends the Info TDAQ core class. The attributes are the following: 

• ModuleName: Tile ROD module name for error messages. 

• Busy: Busy status of the module. 

• Rod_i_busy: Busy status of TileCal_RODModule_i (i=1,8). 

3.3.3 TileCal_IS_TTC 

This class holds the front-end electronics and TTC communication. It extends the Info TDAQ 
core class. The attributes are the following: 

• Orbit: Source of the Orbit signal to the TTCvi (Internal, External). 

• Channel: TTCvi channel used for L1A. 0=ECL, 1-3=NIM, 4=VME, 5=Random. 

• I3delay: Inhibit 3 delay for CIS calibration. 

• Cdelay: Delay in 25ns units between charge and discharge of the CIS capacitor. 

• Mode: Digitizers working mode. 0=Normal, 1=Calibration, 2=Test. 

• Samples: Number of samples to digitize. 

• Pipeline: Pipeline length of the digitizers. 
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• Hlimit: Digitizers high switching gain limit. 

• Llimit: Digitizers low gain switching limit. 

• Ddac: Digitizers pedestal DAC settings. 

• Ndacs: Number of DAC steps in CIS calibration run. 

• Phases: Number of phase steps per DAC in CIS calibration run. 

• Events: Number of events per phase in CIS calibration run. 

• Charge: Charge of the capacitor 1023 = 800pC for 100pF and 40pC for 5.2pF. 

• Cap: Capacitor to be used for CIS (none, 5.2pF, 100pF, both). 

3.3.4 TileCal_IS_DSPRitmo 

ROD Information Tile Monitoring (RITMO) is selection of information about the performance 
of the DSP. The RITMO information is available online for the current active run. The 
TileCal_IS_DSPRitmo class holds the RITMO information which is created by the TileCal  ROD 
module RCD plug-in (TileCal_RODModule) and retrieved from the ROD DSP processing units. It is 
read-only information. It extends the Info TDAQ core class. The attributes are the following: 

• EventsInFeb1: Number of Events in to the 1st FEB of the DSP. 

• EventsOutFeb1: Number of Events out from the 1st FEB of the DSP. 

• EventsDisFeb1: Number of Events Discarded from the 1st FEB of the DSP. 

• EventsInFeb2: Number of Events in to the 2nd FEB of the DSP. 

• EventsOutFeb2: Number of Events out from the 2nd FEB of the DSP. 

• EventsDisFeb2: Number of Events Discarded from the 2nd FEB of the DSP. 

• EventsInTTC: Number of Events in to the TTC of the DSP. 

• EventsOutTTC: Number of Events out from the TTC of the DSP. 

• EventsOut: Number of Events out from the DSP. 

• BusyCount: Number of Busy counts of the DSP. 

• BusyStatus: Busy Status of the DSP. 

3.3.5 TileCal_IS_DSPConfig 

This class holds an in-memory configuration of the ROD module regarding energy reconstruction. 
It is the only way of configuring the DSP reconstruction. It extends the Info TDAQ core class. The 
attributes are the following: 
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• ProcessingFormat: unsigned integer value with range between zero and two. Zero for raw 
data, one for raw and reconstructed data and two for reconstructed data only.  

• Iterations: Enable iterations.   

• Met: Enable Missing Et.   

• MuTag: Enable the muon tagging algorithm. 

• Histo: Enable online histograms at the DSP level. 

• TTC: Use TTC synchronization at ROD DSP level 

3.3.6 TileCal_IS_OFCExpertParams 

This class holds the OFC expert parameters. It extends the Info TDAQ core class. The attributes 
are the following: 

• PoolFile: POOL File to use as string value. 

• PoolDB: POOL Database to use as string value. 

• Output: Output file name. 

• OfType: Optimal filtering type 1 or 2 as an integer value. 

• Mode: Operation mode to load OFC to ROD. Values are: AsciiNoPool, AsciiPool and Pool. 

3.4 Tile IS auto generated code 

Auto generated code to access the IS information can be created from the schema description of 
the IS classes. Header files for C++ and java classes for java can be auto generated with the help of 
the is_generator tool from the IS package. 

The auto generated code is available from the TileConfiguration package.  

3.5 Package and repository 

All the TileCal specific schema classes, the so-called TileCal schema classes, described in this 
Chapter are included in the TileConfiguration CMT package inside the TileCal online software 
repository [10].  

The Tile configuration classes are described in the tile.schema.xml file and the Tile IS classes are 
described in the tileis.schema.xml file inside the TileConfiguration package. 

The compilation and the installation of the software are done in the same way as any other TDAQ 
CMT package. However, the schema classes have a special treatment. They have to be installed to the 
schema directory of the TDAQ installation area as they are required for the correct performance of 
the TDAQ.  
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4 TileCal commissioning DVS tests 

This Chapter describes the tests performed to the TileCal detector in order to undergo  
commissioning certification. Both, front-end and back-end tests are described. The former describe 
the set of tests performed in order to certify the super-drawer electronics. The later, will describe the 
set of tests performed to certify the ROD and TBM electronics. 

The Diagnostics and Verification System (DVS) [11] is a part of the ATLAS TDAQ software used 
to organize and execute tests. These are described as objects in the configuration database using the 
TileCal specific DVS classes reviewed in Section 3.13.1.2. 

This Section is intended to be a review of the status of the software used in the commissioning of 
the TileCal detector.  

4.1 Requirements 

The requirements for the TileCal commissioning DVS tests are the following: 

• Do not use the whole TDAQ software infrastructure needed for a run. 

• Be able to be perform the test before every run, so that a shifter could remove the component 
from the DAQ and contact the experts if a certain subsystem fails the test. 

• Do not detect problems with big period or small signal noise ratio. 

• Test all front-end and back-end components. 

• Execute the tests in logical order.  

• Test the maximum number of components in parallel. 

4.2 Front-end vs back-end tests 

Both front-end and back-end tests are needed for the commissioning of the TileCal detector. 
Complete certification cannot be achieved for the front-end if the back-end has not been completely 
certified and vice versa. Nevertheless, this deadlock can be avoided by certifying the back-end 
electronics without the front-end electronics.  

This way, a full set of tests were performed at Valencia IFIC laboratory during ROD production 
in 2005 [12]. The ROD and TBM electronics underwent a two step validation procedure. First, a set 
of read write checks, refered to as register tests, plus a DSP processing unit test, followed by a bit 
transmission and CRC check to assure a 10-9 bit error rate. This Chapter describes the first step of the 
validation procedure, refered to as the TileCal back-end commissioning DVS tests. 

Concerning the front-end, as the super-drawer has two data outputs (Digital and ADC), both have 
to be properly commissioned. The set of tests needed to commission the super-drawers is divided into 
Digital and Integrator tests. These tests certify the 3in1 card electronics and check the photomultiplier 
pedestal level. As we will see, these tests have to be handled in slightly different ways. Figure 30 
describes the read-out hardware inside the DAQ chain. 
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Figure 30: Schematic view of TileCal super-drawer read-out. 

The untangled set of tests is listed below. Divided into front-end and back-end tests, the former 
subdivided into Digital and Integrator tests. 

• Front-end tests 

o Digital read-out 

 Charge injection System (CIS) Check  High Gain and Low Gain ( CIS HG 
and CIS LG) 

 Pedestal level check high speed and low speed (Pedestal 1 kHz and Pedestal 
100 kHz) 

o Integrator read-out 

 Drawer communication 

 Integrator pedestal check 

 Integrator lightleak tests 

 Integrator gains 

• Back-end tests 

o ROD tests 

 Register tests 

 DSP PU tests 

o TBM register tests 
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4.3 TileCal front-end digital read-out DVS test  

The front-end digital read-out DVS tests are a set of tests that intend to detect problems prior to 
the data acquisition. The tests measure the detectors response against a charge injection on the 3in1 
cards of the super-drawer [13]. The check will be done for the two ranges High Gain and Low Gain, 
referred to in the text as CIS HG and CIS LG. Another type of test will check the pedestal level at 
high and low speed, the so-called Pedestal 1 kHz and Pedestal 100 kHz and refered to as PED1kHz 
and PED100kHz.  

4.3.1 Requirements 

Along with the general TileCal commissioning DVS tests requirements, the front-end digital tests 
have these extra requirements. 

• Estimate results over 100 events. 

• Deal with the dual crate architecture. 

• Test elapsed time smaller than 3 times the time it takes the test to read-out the data.  

4.3.2 Test architecture 

The TileCal detector back-end electronics are divided into TTC and ROD electronics [14]. The 
front-end digital DVS tests have to deal with this dual crate architecture. This means that the software 
controlling the front-end, the so called trigger application, is executed in the TTC crate, while the 
software needed for the back-end read-out and analysis, the so-called read-out application, is run in the 
ROD crate.  

 

Figure 31: Evolution of the front-end digital read-out DVS tests. 

To deal with the dual crate architecture a synchronization algorithm is required. Figure 31 shows 
the time evolution diagram of the test. The two applications need to know the status of each other. 
For example, there is no point in starting to send triggers to the front-end before the read-out 
electronics have been correctly configured, neither start reading out data from the ROD if the drawer 
has not been configured. Both applications communicate through a simple IS information object that 
represents the global test status.  
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When the test is started, both applications are started. The trigger application configures the TTC 
back-end electronics (TTCvi, LTP and ROD Busy), configures the front-end electronics through 3in1 
TTC commands, subscribes to the IS status information and waits for the READY status of the read-
out application. The read-out application configures the read-out back-end electronics (ROD and 
TBM) and updates the IS information with the READY status.  

When the trigger application receives the READY command, starts sending triggers to the front-
end. The triggers can be blocked by hardware when a busy signal is received through the ROD busy 
module from the TBM or through software if the BUSY status is set in the IS. After the trigger 
application has sent the total number of triggers finishes the test. The read-out application then has to 
analyze the data and return the test result.  

Some development is needed in order to execute the tests in the correct order. Latter on, the test 
integration with TDAQ will cover this topic in Section 4.3.3 using the Tile DVS classes described in 
Section 3.1.2.  

The performance of the tests is an important piece of the design. Though the maximum event 
read-out rate of the ROD via VME is 50Hz, the maximum read-out speed should be done at 50Hz. 
This is an issue for the pedestal tests where the nominal speed is 1 kHz or 100 kHz.  

The data analysis is also an important time consuming factor. It should be fast enough not to slow 
down the tests by a factor of 2 after the time spent for the data read-out. The time it takes to read-out 
100 events through the VME bus is 2 seconds. So, the data analysis should not take more than 4 
seconds. To check if the application complies with this speed requirement, a verbosity flag is available 
for the read-out application. A performance summary is printed on the screen at the end of the test 
indicating the time spent in each step of the application execution.  

The TileCal commissioning front-end tests are based on previous front-end tests known as 
Mobidaq [15] tests used during the year 2005 for the TileCal pre-commissioning phase. The Mobidaq 
tests used ROD emulation read-out to the ROD Crate Controller (RCC) which was responsible for 
the analysis of the data.  

The TileCal commissioning front-end digital read-out DVS tests were migrated from Mobidaq to 
ROD hardware. Like in the Mobidaq tests, the test is started on the RCC. The test then configures 
and controls the ROD through the VME bus. The data is also read-out through the VME bus and the 
analysis is done in the RCC. The results are stored in root files and a status code is returned as in any 
other DVS test. Figure 32 shows the ROD read-out for the TileCal commissioning front-end digital 
DVS tests.  

 
Figure 32: ROD read-out for the TileCal commissioning front-end digital DVS tests. 
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4.3.2.1 Trigger application 

The trigger application for the TileCal commissioning front-end digital DVS tests configures the 
front-end, sends triggers and synchronizes with the read-out application. The application binary is 
called rod_trigger. 

The synchronization is done via IS using an ISInfoInt type and a finite number of states. The 
front-end is configured to sample in 7 samples bi gain mode. The triggers are sent at 10 kHz, except 
when the 100 kHz pedestal test is performed that the busy is released and the triggers flow at 100 kHz 
with hardware busy. The hardware modules used are the TTCvi, TTCex, LTP, ROD busy. 

4.3.2.2 Read-out application 

The read-out application for the TileCal commissioning front-end digital DVS tests configures the 
ROD and TBM modules, reads out the data, analyzes it and synchronizes with the trigger application.  

The ROD and TBM modules control is done via a wrapper library of the TileVmeROD [16] 
library, called TileCalReadROD, following the RCD architecture.  The TileCalReadROD library is a 
simple library to control the ROD with simple state transition commands like the ones used for the 
TDAQ run control (configure, start, stop), and by adding a few more specific methods like read as the 
ROD has to be read through the VME bus, init and end, to initialize and delete allocated memory. 

The read-out application is a single binary called drawer_rod which controls the test execution for 
every type of test. 

4.3.2.2.1 Results 
The results from the read-out application are presented to the user as a set of plots printed in post 

script files. The plots are coloured green or red if the test was successful or not and the filename is 
tagged as GOOD or BAD at the end. 

The return code of the result of the tests is based on the test manager result class as any other 
DVS test. The DVS main window reacts to this return code and turns green on success or red on 
failure.  

4.3.2.3 TileCalReadROD 

The TileCalReadROD is a TileVmeROD wrapper library used to configure and control the ROD 
from the digital DVS tests read-out application in a fast way following the RCD Module proposal 
described in RCD user’s guide [17]. 

Figure 33 summarizes the run control states and transition commands for the digital DVS tests 
read-out application. There are methods for each state transition command so that the read-out 
application is simple and easy to understand.  

As the read-out is done through VME there is an extra method to read the data during the 
running state. As the request is to use VME there is no special need to use read-out mechanisms like 
the ROS [17]. 
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Figure 33: Run control states and transitions of the digital DVS test read-out application. 

The main state transition commands as well as the main functionalities are described in the 
following paragraphs. 

4.3.2.3.1 Init 
The ROD module connected to the slot given by the parameter is initialized. The allowed values 

are from 6 to 21. 

4.3.2.3.2 Configure 
The ROD module is configured to take data from the input parameter. The allowed values are: 

• 1 – 8: Take data from single input channel. 

• 0: Take data from all input channels. 

• -1 : Take data from the active input channels.  

4.3.2.3.3 Prepare for run 
The ROD module is prepared to take data. Busy configuration, busy handling, OC configuration, 

DSP booting and data format, Input FPGA configuration and DSP data-taking are started. 

4.3.2.3.4 Stop 
The ROD module data acquisition is stopped. 

4.3.2.3.5 End 
The ROD module configuration is erased and the object destroyed. 

4.3.2.3.6 Read 
It reads the next available fragment from the ROD module. It returns the data through the given 

parameter as a pointer of unsigned integers. The data format is specific for TileCal front-end digital 
read-out DVS tests as shown in Figure 34. No extra fragment header is prepended nor trailer is 
appended to each event. If an input data channel is not present in the acquisition, the data fragment 
corresponding to that input channel is omitted. 

Idle 

Loaded 
Init 

Ready 

Running 
Read 

Stop 

Configure 

Prepare for run 

End 
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The data format of each input channel is similar to a ROD sub-fragment without the ROD sub-
fragment header marker (0xff1234ff). The source ID word identifies the super-drawer module and the 
encoding format of the information in a 3 byte word. The first two lower bytes are the fragment ID 
described in Section 3.3.1 and summarized in Table 4. And the third byte represents the fragment 
type. For all TileCal DVS tests, the fragment type 0 is used, which means raw data in copy mode [18] 
from the front-end super-drawers. 

 
Data input channel 1 
Data input channel 3 
Data input channel 2 
Data input channel 4 
Data input channel 5 
Data input channel 7 
Data input channel 6 
Data input channel 8 

 

 

 

Size 
Source ID 

… 

Figure 34: TileCalReadROD DVS output data format.  

Bits 23 … 16 15 … 0 

Value Fragment type Fragment ID 

Table 13: Source ID word composition. 

4.3.2.3.7 Read fragment 
It reads the next available fragment from the ROD module. It returns the data through the given 

parameter as a pointer of unsigned integers. The data format used follows the TDAQ raw data format 
[19] fragment convention. Each event is a set of ROD fragments, each ROD fragment contains a sub-
set of ROD sub-fragments. The start of ROD header marker is 0xee1234ee and the start of ROD 
sub-fragment header marker is 0xff1234ff. Figure 35 shows the TileCalReadROD standard output 
data format.  

ROD header 
ROD sub-fragment 
ROD sub-fragment 

ROD trailer 
 
 

Start of header marker (0xff1234ff) 
Size 

Source ID 
… 

Figure 35: TileCalReadROD standard output data format.  

4.3.2.3.8 Set OC mode 
The set OC mode configures the OC to send data out through the S-Link or the VME depending 

on the given parameter. The two modes are the following: 

• Send data out through S-Link. 

• Send data out through VME. 

 ROD sub-fragment 
 

ROD fragment 
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4.3.2.3.9 Set use TBM 
The set use TBM method defines if the TBM should be used to monitor the ROD busy signal 

depending on the given boolean parameter. 

4.3.2.3.10 Set use TTC 
This method defines if the DSP should use TTC synchronization or not. DSP synchronization 

requires the use of the TBM. 

4.3.2.3.11 Is channel active 
This method queries the front-end link status register of the ROD module for the given parameter 

input and returns true if there is communication with the super-drawer. 

4.3.2.3.12 Set RITMO 
This method initializes the DSP RITMO addresses where to read the counters according to the 

DSP version. 

4.3.2.3.13 Read RITMO 
This method reads the DSP RITMO counters from the DSP addresses set by the set RITMO 

method. 

4.3.2.3.14 Display RITMO 
This method dumps the information of the DSP RITMO counters on the screen. 

4.3.3 Test integration with TDAQ 

The front-end digital DVS tests are described in the configuration databases through test4class 
objects. A test2class is a TDAQ core schema object that defines which application should be executed 
on every object of a given class. The test4class objects needed to describe the front-end digital DVS 
tests use the Tile DVS classes described in Section 3.1.2.  

To view the tests in the main DVS window, the objects have to be appended to the hardware 
description of the partition. The front-end DVS tests are organized starting from the TileCal detector 
object. 

Attached to the TileCal detector there are the four TTC partition objects via the HW_systems 
relationship. Each of the TTC partition objects has linked two objects attached via the HW_systems, 
the so-called parallel and serial tests. 

There are four groups of parallel tests. One for each kind of test: CIS HG, CIS LG, PED 1 kHz 
and PED 100 kHz. These groups contain yet another level of grouping, the grouping by sector. There 
is one object representing the sector where the test will be performed. The current design of the tests 
limits the execution to one ROD at a time which implies one sector at a time. For this reason, the 
sector objects are executed sequentially and not in parallel. Finally, each of the sector tests has two 
applications, the trigger and the read-out applications, which are executed in parallel. When the user 
clicks to start a sector test, up to eight modules at a time are tested. 

Figure 7 shows the TileCal commissioning DVS test hierarchy. The objects in yellow are executed 
sequentially because they use the same hardware. The objects in green are executed in parallel. 
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Figure 36: TileCal commissioning digital DVS tests integration with TDAQ. 

4.3.4 CIS 

The trigger application sends 100 CIS signals and 100 triggers to the super-drawer. The read-out is 
done in calibration mode (7 samples 2 gains). The read-out application reads out 100 events from the 
super-drawer in calibration mode (7 samples 2 gains). 

Once the data is read-out into the memory of the ROD crate controller, it is analyzed. The global 
CRC, the BCID of every event and the fragment ID of the header is checked over all events.  

As a part of the specific analysis of the data for CIS, the CIS pulse shape is checked. The CIS pulse 
shape is described in detail in [20]. The raw samples are fitted to a Gaussian function which is not very 
accurate. The amplitude and the width of the pulse are compared to the expected values. If only one 
of the pulse shapes is wrong, the corresponding plot will be painted red and the file tagged as bad. 

The first event is printed into a post script file containing two sheets with one canvas with 24 plots 
each. As the long barrel super-drawers have 45 PMT blocks populated, only 45 plots in the post script 
file are filled. Accordingly, the extended barrel post script result files contain 32 plots. The numbering 
goes from 0 to 47 where 0 corresponds to the inner most PMT. 

4.3.4.1 CIS LG 

The CIS Low Gain test corresponds to capacitor 100 pF and DAC 750 to test the low gain 
amplifier / ADC. 

TileCal detector 

TileCal LBA detector 

Tile_LBA_Parallel 

TileLBA_BySectors_CISLG 

TileLBA_BySectors_CISHG 

TileLBA_BySectors_PED1kHz 
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TileLBAParCISLGTriggerSector01 

TileLBAParCISLGRODSector01 

TileLBA_Sector03_CISLG 

TileLBAParCISLGTriggerSector03 

TileLBAParCISLGRODSector03 
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Figure 37 and Figure 38 show the same results for CIS LG test on super-drawer LBA41 for the 
first 21 PMT blocks. The empty plots correspond to the positions where there are no PMT blocks. 
Figure 38 shows two dead PMT blocks at position 42 and 44. The shifter can distinguish the result is a 
broken channel because the data coming from the rest of the digitizer is good and the values are 
complete zeros. Consequently the plot is coloured red to allow quick identification by the shifter. 

 
Figure 37: Result of a CIS LG test. 

 
Figure 38: Result of a CIS LG test with two broken PMTs. 
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4.3.4.2 CIS HG 

The CIS high gain test corresponds to capacitor 5 pF and DAC 150 to test the high gain amplifier 
/ ADC. 

  
Figure 39: Result of a CIS HG test. 

  
Figure 40: Result of a CIS HG test with one broken PMT. 

Figure 39 and Figure 40 show the same results for CIS LG test on super-drawer LBA41. Figure 40 
shows one stuck bit at PMT block position 44. The shifter can distinguish the result is a stucked bit 
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because the data coming from the rest of the digitizer is good and the value of sample 2 is too high. 
Consequently the plot is coloured red to allow quick identification by the shifter. 

4.3.5 Pedestals 

The trigger application sends 100 triggers to the super-drawer. The read-out is done in calibration 
mode (7 samples 2 gains). The read-out application reads out 100 events from the super-drawer in 
calibration mode (7 samples 2 gains). 

Once the data is read-out into the memory of the ROD crate controller, it is analyzed. The global 
CRC, the BCID of every event and the fragment ID of the header is checked over all events.  

The noise in both high and low gain is computed. If the noise of one PMT is higher than the 
threshold, 1.5 ADC count in low gain and 2.5 ADC count in high gain, the test is failed. The result is a 
post script file with one sheet divided into two canvases, one for the high gain and one for the low 
gain. If the test fails, the canvas is painted red as shown in Figure 42. If the test is OK, the canvas is 
painted green like in Figure 41. 

 
Figure 41: Result of a pedestal test. 
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Figure 42: Result of a pedestal test with high noise in low and high gain. 

4.3.5.1 Pedestal 1 kHz 

The 1 kHz pedestal test is designed to test the high and low gain noise of the PMTs.  

4.3.5.2 Pedestal 100 kHz 

The 100 kHz pedestal test is a pedestal test designed to test the interface board communication 
when the rate is about nominal ATLAS rate. In this kind of test, the busy signal for the trigger 
application is only hardware. Thus the software busy signal is too slow for the rate.  

When the super-drawers and the ROD are READY, the force busy signal on the ROD busy 
module is released and the ROD is read-out as fast as possible. Only a few events are sent at 100 kHz, 
until the buffer memory of the ROD is full. Then the trigger is blocked until the ROD is completely 
empty and the process starts again. 

4.4 TileCal front-end integrator read-out DVS test  

The front-end integrator DVS tests used for commissioning are the same used in pre-
commissioning phase with the Mobidaq setup. A full description of the tests performed can be 
reviewed in [15]. The tests are the following: 

• Drawer communication: This test checks the communication with the super-drawer through 
the CAN bus. 

• Integrator pedestal: This test checks the high and low gain noise of the PMT. 

• Integrator lightleak: This test checks the light leak of a PMT. 

• Integrator gains: This test checks the linearity of the response of the PMT as a function of 
charge for different gains. 
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Figure 43 shows the integration of the integrator tests with TDAQ. A serial test container is appended 
to each TTC partition level object. It contains four groups of 64 test objects. Each of the objects is 
executed in serial as well as each of the groups. 

 
Figure 43: TileCal commissioning integrator DVS tests integration with TDAQ. 

4.5 TileCal back-end DVS tests 

This Section describes the set of DVS tests developed for the ROD and TBM back-end 
electronics of the TileCal detector. The whole functionality of the tests is described. Also, the 
algorithms used for retrieving the ROD DSP and Input FPGA booting files are reviewed. 

4.5.1 Test description 

The DVS tests foreseen for the ROD component of the TileCal detector consist in a set of quick 
checks to assure the correct functionality of the ROD. These checks include a set of write read 
algorithms over all the ROD programmable devices. Three different types of words are checked to be 
write/read in all the registers of the programmable devices and PU booting and data processing. 

4.5.1.1 Registers test 

The tests to be executed to each register for every programmable device are zero to one 
conversion, one to zero conversion and byte swapping. Zero to one conversion writes a zero word to 
the registers and expect to read all zero again. The one to zero test writes all ones word to the register 
expecting all ones. Finally the byte swapping will write a non-swappable word to the register and 
expect the same word and not the swapped one. 

Each of the methods called by the testTileVmeROD library write the following 32-bit words.  

• 0x00000000: Check there are no bits set to 1. 

• 0xFFFFFFFF: Check there are no bits set to 0. 

• 0x12345678: Check there is no byte swapping. 

TileCal LBA detector 

Tile_LBA_Serial 

Drawer communication 

Integrator pedestal 

Integrator gains 

TileCal detector 

Lightleak 
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The first data will allow the tester observe is any register sets a bit to 1 while the second data will 
allow the opposite, observe if any bit is read to 0. The last of the words is a non symmetric word 
which will allow the tester observe if the word gets written backwards. 

The mask value is used when comparing the write and read values to check the following 

(writeValue & mask)  = readValue 

Note: there are certain bits in each register which cannot be read to the same value as they were 
written. 

4.5.1.2 DSP PU tests 

The DSP PU needs special testing to ensure the optimal functionality of the ROD system. DSP 
tests are divided into two. The former set of tests will validate the loading and booting processes. The 
later, will validate the data processing. 

• Load and booting tests: The files for the Input FPGA and DSP PU will be loaded. Later on 
they will be used for the booting of each component. The test is finished by checking the 
version of the DSP FPGA binary that has been loaded. The version read from the DSP 
FGPA is compared with the one parsed from the dspmemconfig.dat file. If both values are 
the same the test returns true. 

• Data processing: A special event is loaded into memory of the DSP. The event is then 
processed and checked to be read out in the Output controller.  Another additional in-
memory event from the DSP code will be processed. If all the processed events can be read 
out through the OC, the test will return true. 

4.5.2 Test architecture 

The TileCal back-end DVS tests are be implemented as a C++ methods of a class called 
testTileVmeROD. This class wrapps library of all the methods in the TileVmeROD library [16], which 
is used to read and write to the ROD and TBM motherboards. This class allows all the registers 
associated to each of the programable device to be checked consecutively with one single method.  

The methods are smartly named as the components of the ROD motherboard. Also the TBM 
motherboard registers are implemented and can be tested. These methods are described in the 
following paragraphs. 

• Test local: This method performs a test over the VME FPGA registers of the ROD, namely 
the base and busy registers. 

• Test TTC: This method performs a test over the TTC FPGA registers of the ROD. 

• Test TBM: This method performs a test over the VME FPGA registers of the TBM. 

• Test OC: This method performs a test over the OC FPGA registers of the ROD for the four 
OC FPGAs.  

• Test staging: This method performs a test over the staging FPGA registers of the ROD for 
the four staging FPGAs. 
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• Test PU: This method performs a test over all the PUs available in the ROD. This method 
calls the test FPGA PU method if the PU type is dummy and test DSP PU if the PU type is 
DSP. Four parameters are needed for the correct method execution. The path to the Input 
FPGA binary program that will be loaded to the Input FPGA during the test. The path to the  
DSP processing unit code loaded to the DSP during the test. The path to the DSP memory 
configuration map, to check that the DSP has been correctly booted. Finally the path to the 
ROD event file containing a ROD event to be processed. 

• Test FPGA PU: This method performs a test over all the dummy FPGA  registers in the slot 
given by the module argument and position given by the position argument. 

• Test DSP PU: This method performs a test over all the DSP registers in the slot given by the 
module argument and position given by the position argument. Following, performs the DSP 
PU test described above in Section 4.5.1.2. 

The pair of external files to the TileVmeROD and testTileVmeROD libraries are needed to boot 
the Input FPGA and the DSP, and the ones needed to check the memory configuration of the DSP 
and to process an event can be described in the configuration database as TileCal_RODFiles objects 
as described in Section 3.1.1.4. The auxiliary algorithm needed to retrieve the files from the 
configuration database is implemented in the DB_TileRODFile class is available. It is intended to help 
the main executable file to find the files needed. 

4.5.3 Test integration with TDAQ 

The TileCal back-end DVS tests are described as test4class objects in the configuration database. 
The ROD tests are associated to the TileCal_RODModule class and the TBM tests to the 
TileTBMTriggerIn class. 

The DVS will display all the TileCal_RODModules and TileTBMTriggerIn objects in a crate as 
hardware objects to be tested. The parameters needed for a ROD test are the slot in which the ROD 
motherboard is inserted; the TBM test doesn’t need any parameter. Figure 12 shows the layout in the 
DVS main window. 

 
Figure 44: TileCal back-end DVS tests screenshot. 
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4.5.4 Tables of tested registers  

The following set of tables list the ROD motherboard registers tested for each of the components. 
A mask is given for each register indicating the non read/write bits. 

Registers R/W function Mask 
BaseAddress ReadBaseAdd/WriteBaseAdd 0x00000000 
Miscellaneous ReadMisc/WriteMisc 0x00000000 

IntervFifo ReadIntervFifo/WriteIntervFifo 0x00000000 
SreqMax ReadSreqMax/WriteSreqMax 0x00000000 
DivClock ReadDivClock/WriteDivClock 0x000000FF 

Table 14: TileCal ROD Local registers. 

Registers R/W function Mask 
Dummy ReadDummy/WriteDummy 0x00000000 
Control ReadControl/WriteControl 0x00000000 

Trigger Type Sub Address ReadTtypeSubAddress/WriteTtypeSubAddress 0x000000FF 

Table 15: TileCal ROD TTC registers. 

Registers R/W function Mask 
Dummy ReadDummy/WriteDummy 0x00000000 
Config ReadConfig/WriteConfig 0xF7FFFFFF 

Table 16: TileCal ROD OC registers. 

Registers R/W function Mask 
Dummy ReadDummy/WriteDummy 0x00000000 
Config1 ReadConfig1/WriteConfig1 0x00000000 
Config2 ReadConfig2/WriteConfig2 0x000000FF 

LinkConfig ReadLinkConfig/WriteLinkConfig 0x00000000 

Table 17: TileCal ROD STAGING registers. 

Registers R/W function Mask 
Dummy ReadDummy/WriteDummy 0x00000000 
Config ReadConfig/WriteConfig 0x00000000 

SetResetBusy ReadSetResetBusy/WriteSetResetBusy 0x00000000 
Format Version Number ReadFormatVersionNumber / WriteFormatVersionNumber 0x00000000 

Source ID FEB1 ReadSourceID_FEB1/WriteSourceID_FEB1 0x00000000 
Run Number ReadRunNumber/WriteRunNumber 0x00000000 

Extended L1 ID ReadExtendedL1ID/WriteExtendedL1ID 0x00000000 
BC ID L1 ttype ReadBCID_L1_Ttype/WriteBCID_L1_Ttype 0x00FF0FFF 

Words per event ReadWordsPerEvent/WriteWordsPerEvent 0x0000FFFF 
Source ID FEB2 ReadSourceID_FEB2 / WriteSourceID_FEB2 0x00000000 

Sub Fragment ID FEB 1 ReadSubFragmentID_FEB1 / WriteSubFrabmentID_FEB1 0x00000000 
Sub Fragment ID FEB 2 ReadSubFragmentID_FEB2 / WriteSubFrabmentID_FEB2 0x00000000 

Table 18: TileCal ROD FPGA PU registers. 

Registers R/W function Mask 
Dummy1 ReadDummy1/WriteDummy1 0x00000000 
Dummy2 ReadDummy2/WriteDummy2 0x00000000 
Control1 ReadControl1/WriteControl1 0x00000000 
Control2 ReadControl2/WriteControl2 0x00000000 

Table 19: TileCal ROD DSP PU registers. 
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4.6 Package and repository 

The TileCal commissioning DVS tests source code is kept across two packages. The back-end 
specific code is kept in the TileCalBeDVS CMT package. This includes the TileCalReadROD library 
used for the front-end digital DVS tests, the testTileVmeROD library used for the back-end DVS 
tests and the back-end specific application tests. 

The code for the front-end DVS is kept in the TileDVS package. This includes the front-end 
integrator test applications and libraries, the front-end digital DVS test applications and all the libraries 
which are not back-end dependant.  

Both packages are included in the TileCal online software repository [10].  
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5 TileCal IGUI panel 

The data acquisition Integrated Graphical User Interface (IGUI) [22] for the ATLAS TDAQ, does 
not provide detector specific display. A TileCal data taking shifter needs to have information about the 
configuration and online performance of the detector. The TileCal IGUI panel provides the user with 
these options. 

 
Figure 45: IGUI main display window 

Figure 45 shows the IGUI main display window. The left side button panel is the run control 
interface. It shows the current run control state and possible transition state commands as clickable 
buttons. The Figure shows the TDAQ in state running. The left hand of the panel is the tabbed panel 
where the detector specific panels are appended. 

The TileCal IGUI panel is a detector specific plug-in extension for the IGUI. This panel allows 
the user to control configuration parameters of the components of the TileCal detector.  

Authorization is also important in the TileCal IGUI panel. As the main IGUI can be run with 
different authorization tokens (shifter, user and expert), the configuration options related to the 
TileCal detector also take into account this authorization token. 

The requirements for the TileCal IGUI panel are the following: 

• Extend the IguiPanel class. 

• Availability to attach the TileCal IGUI panel to the main IGUI panel. 

• Availability to execute the TileCal IGUI panel as a standalone application. 

• Availability to configure all the TileCal hardware elements. 

• Accept authorization tokens. 
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• Keep minimal online representation of the configuration parameters. 

• Interact with the configuration database to read and write the configuration. 

The detector specific panels are loaded to the main IGUI as plug-in panels. This will be covered in 
Section 5.3. 

Following, the online IS representation of the configuration is described as being one of the most 
relevant issues of the TileCal detector configuration against the online database representation. 

The overview and functionality of the TileCal IGUI panel will be covered in Section 5.2. Finally, 
Section 5.4 and beyond will describe other TileCal specific panels. 

5.1 Online IS representation of the configuration 

The TileCal detector configuration can be considered to have two representations. The one 
described at the configuration databases is the online database representation. This is a static version 
of the configuration and should be considered like this. There is no point in having to change the 
configuration databases every time we need to disable an input channel to a ROD module.  

The secondary representation consists of the online IS representation that will overwrite the 
settings done by the online database representation. The online IS representation of the configuration 
is a subset of configuration parameters that are stored in an IS server to allow high level changes of the 
configuration. 

The purpose of an online IS representation of the configuration is to quickly change the 
configuration through the IGUI without having to access the configuration databases. This 
representation is minimal. Therefore, no relationships of the Tile configuration classes are copied into 
the IS as explained in TileCal schema. This means that some configuration cannot be done at the level 
of the IGUI which is exactly the purpose of this representation. For example, the relationships of the 
ROD modules to the super-drawers cannot be changed, but, if the shifter wants to disable an input 
channel, it is being possible to do it from the IGUI, with a couple of mouse clicks. 

5.1.1 New schema changes 

With a new proposal for a schema change on the table, there are some aspects to be taken into 
account. The first one is that the new schema proposal should not affect the configuration of the 
TileCal detector. 

However, the resource states that will be affected by the new resource set relationships should be 
overwritten by the database status as a result of the new resource set management. 

It should be discussed if the IGUI panel should be aware of the changes of the resource sets and 
change by itself the state of the controlled resources on the online IS representation or should the 
RCD module plug-in be smart enough to know when to take into account the online IS 
representation and when not to. 

5.1.2 TileCal IS information publishing points 

As the online IS representation of the configuration is stored in an IS server, there are certain 
publishing points where the information is stored. 
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The information in the IS is stored in the form of Tile IS classes as described in Section 3.3. The 
C++ and Java code that accesses the Tile IS information use the auto generated Tile IS code 
mentioned in Section 3.4 

The publishing points of the objects with primary representation are listed in Table 20 and the 
publishing points of the objects with no primary representation are listed in Table 21. In both tables 
the XXX stands for the TTC partition name (EBA, LBA, LBC, and EBC), Y is a value from 1 to 8 
and I and J are either 0 or 1. 

Configuration Object IS Object IS Information  
TileCal_RODModule TileCal_IS_RODModule RunParams.TileCalXXXSegment.TileCalXXX_RODModule_Y 
TileDigiTTCModule TileCal_IS_TTC RunParams.TileCalXXXSegment. TileCalXXX_TTC  

TileOfcUseDB TileCal_IS_OFCExpertParams RunParams.TileCal_OFCExpertParams 

Table 20: IS publishing points for objects with primary representation. 

IS Object IS Information  
TileCal_IS_TBM RunParams.TileCalXXXSegment.TileCalXXX_TBM 

TileCal_IS_DSPRitmo RunParams.TileCalXXXSegment.TileCalXXX_RODModule_Y.PU_I.DSP_J 
TileCal_IS_RODTTC RunParams.TileCalXXXSegment.TileCalXXX_RODModule_Y.PU_I.DSP_J 

TileCal_IS_DSPConfig RunParams.TileCal_DSPConfig 

Table 21: IS publishing points for objects with no primary representation. 

5.2 Panels 

The TileCal IGUI panel is divided into 4 TTC partition tabs and a globals tab. The TTC partition 
tab defines specific configuration for each TTC partition. The globals tab, defines configuration for all 
the four TTC partitions. However, the information that can be configured in the globals tab is not the 
same as the individual configuration for each TTC partition. The parameters that can be configured 
for each panel will be described. 

5.2.1 TTC partition 

This tabbed pane allows the user to select the current partition to be configured. Each partition 
tab contains information related to the RODs and TBM. The information for each TTC partition has 
to be published independently. 

5.2.2 ROD 

This panel allows the user to configure each of the eight ROD modules per TTC partition. The 
user can select which ones will be included in the read-out as shown in Figure 46. The VME slot 
address for each ROD can be overwritten. Furthermore, a more button allows the user to configure 
the module ID that will be inserted into the ROD data fragments and the fragment ID, that will 
define the super-drawer module were the information comes from. The fragment ID description is 
described in Section 3.3.1 and summarized in Table 4. 

The actions that the user can perform are:  

• Publish the information to the IS by clicking the Publish button. 

• Restore from IS by clicking the Restore from IS button. 
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• Publish the information to the IS and save the changes to the configuration database by 
clicking the Publish & Save button. 

• Restore the configuration from the configuration database by clicking the Restore from DB 
button. 

 
Figure 46: ROD panel of the TileCal IGUI panel. 

5.2.3 TBM  

The TBM panel allows the user to view the status of the TBM busy register which contains 
information about which of the RODs is busy. This panel displays one busy status per ROD module 
of the TTC partition and a global busy status for the ROD crate retrieved from the TileCal_IS_TBM 
information object in the IS. There is also a RITMO button for each ROD busy register. In case of a 
ROD busy, the user can click on this button associated to the ROD which is busy and retrieve more 
information about its performance. Figure 47 shows the TBM panel of the TileCal IGUI panel. 

The actions the user can perform are the following: 

• Restore from IS by clicking the Restore from IS button. 

• Restore the configuration from the configuration database by clicking the Restore from DB 
button. 

The Publish and Publish & Save buttons which are shared between this panel and the ROD panel 
do not have any action associated. 
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Figure 47: TBM panel of the TileCal IGUI panel. 

5.2.4 RITMO 

The RITMO panel is a pop-up panel to display the information from the TileCal_IS_DSPRitmo 
objects in the IS according to the selected ROD module. The RITMO information allows the shifter 
to understand what is going on inside the DSP through a selection of DSP registers as explained in 
Section 3.3.4. The main functionality is to inform about the number of events in and out to each DSP 
from each input channel.  

 
Figure 48: RITMO panel of the TileCal IGUI panel. 

When the user clicks the RITMO button of the TBM panel, the RITMO panel pops up. A user 
command state transition method is then issued to the TileCal_RODModule RCD module plug-in 
which is running in the ROD crate as explained in Section 6.5.4.7. The user command retrieves the 
RITMO information from the DSPs, publishes it to the IS as TileCal_IS_DSPRitmo objects as 
described in Section 3.3.4 and leaves the RCD module plug-in in the same state. Finally, the RITMO 
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panel, which is subscribed to the TileCal_IS_DSPRitmo information in the IS, updates the display 
when the information in the IS has been updated. 

The TileCal_RODModule user command state transition arguments are based on the ROD 
module name. If the name of the ROD module matches the given argument the RITMO information 
will be retrieved and published to the IS as TileCal_IS_DSPRitmo objects. If a DSP is not being used 
but there is a call to display its information, the TileCal_RODModule RCD module plug-in will 
publish an empty information object. Figure 48 shows the RITMO panel of the TileCal IGUI panel. 

The actions the user can perform are the following: 

• Request the ROD module to update the RITMO information to the IS by clicking the 
UPDATE button. 

• Read the information available in the IS by clicking the READ button. 

5.2.5 Globals 

The globals tab contains the partition level configuration. For commissioning activities, it displays 
the DSP configuration panel. This panel allows the user to select the DSP reconstruction algorithm 
and output data format from the following: 

• Raw: The data sent out as received from the front-end links. 

• Raw + Reco: The DSP sends out two sub-fragments, the first sub-fragment has the 
reconstructed data, whereas the second sub-fragment has the raw data as received from the 
front-end links.  

• Reco: The DSP sends out only one sub-fragment with the reconstructed data. 

If the reconstruction algorithm is selected, the panel also allows the user to enable the following 
optional processing tasks: 

• Enable Iterations: Enable one iteration in the reconstruction algorithm. 

• Enable Muon Tagging: Enable an algorithm which includes another sub-fragment with 
information low PT muons. 

• Enable Missing Et: Enable an algorithm which includes another sub-fragment with information 
about the transverse energy deposited in the super-drawer. 

• Enable Histogramming: Enable the DSP histogram provider which can be accessed throuth 
VME.  

Also the TTC synchronization at DSP level can be enabled from the panel.  

The actions that the user can perform are:  

• Publish the information as a TileCal_IS_DSPConfig object to the IS by clicking the Publish 
button. 

• Restore from IS by clicking the Restore from IS button. 
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• Publish the information to the IS and save the changes to the configuration database by 
clicking the Publish & Save button. 

• Restore the configuration from the configuration database by clicking the Restore from DB 
button. 

At the TDAQ run control configuration time, this information is read by the 
TileCal_RODModule and the DSP is configured accordingly.  

 
Figure 49: TileCal IGUI panel: Globals panel. 

5.2.6 TileOfcExpertParamsPanel 

The TileOfcExpertParamsPanel is a panel to be added to the Globals tab in the main display. Its 
functionality is to set the parameters for the TileOfcUseDB object in the database, described in 
Section 3.1.1.8. 

The panel subscribes for any changes in this information publishing point. Figure 50 shows the 
panel display. It is implemented as a panel it can be also be executed directly. 

The actions that the user can perform are:  

• Publish the information as a TileCal_IS_OFCExpertParams object to the IS by clicking the 
Publish button. 

• Restore from IS by clicking the Restore from IS button. 

• Publish the information to the IS and save the changes to the configuration database by 
clicking the Publish & Save button. 

• Restore the configuration from the configuration database by clicking the Restore from DB 
button. 
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Figure 50: Tile optimal filtering constants expert panel. 

5.3 TileCal IGUI panel execution 

The TileCal IGUI panel is an extension of the IGUI Panel class. It can be displayed as a tabbed 
pane appended to the main IGUI. To view this panel inside the main IGUI display, the 
PROPERTIES and CLASSPATH environment variables have to be correctly set. 

The PROPERTIES environment variable should include the “–D igui.panel=TileCalIguiPanel” 
string inside and the CLASSPATH environment variable should have the full path to the 
TileCalIguiPanel.jar file. 

Starting from TDAQ 01-07-00 the compiled jar file which contains the panel has to be described 
as a jarfile object in the configuration database. Also, the detector specific software repository object 
has to be modified. The attribute IGUIProperties should include the “–D 
igui.panel=TileCalIguiPanel” string. The TDAQ start-up scripts will compute automatically the 
CLASSPATH and PROPERTIES environment variables. 

There is an alternative way to start-up the TileCal IGUI panel from the command line. The 
environment variables have to be configured first. The way to call the TileCal IGUI panel from the 
command line is: 

Java TileCalIguiPanel [partition_name] 

5.4 Other panels 

5.4.1 TileNumberEventsPanel 

The TileNumberEventsPanel is a plug-in panel for the IGUI to display the rate and the number of 
events from a known source of the read-out chain. The last element of the chain aware of the number 
of events has been read-out from the TileCal detector is the ROS. This panel subscribes to the IS 
information of any of the TileCal ROS applications and displays both the rate and the number of 
events to that ROS.  

The shifter does not know which element of the data acquisition chain wants to subscribe to. The 
IS information object address is inserted in the IS info from text box. The panel subscribes to the 
information once the user clicks COMMIT. The STOP button removes the subscription. The CLEAR 
button removes the data points in the plots. There is a preview of the number of events and the 
preview rate which is computed using the time of update in the subscribed information. Two updates 
of the information are needed to compute the mean rate for the time interval between the two 
updates. The rate is computed in kHz units, therefore, three significant places are displayed to be able 
to display low event rate, of the order of fiew Hz. 
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There are two plots, each with 200 points in memory. The rate plot displays the rate of the data-
taking versus time, and the events plot displays the number of events versus time. Figure 51 shows a 
screenshot of the TileNumberEventsPanel.  

 
Figure 51: Tile Number of Events IGUI plug-in panel. 

5.4.2 TileHistoPanel 

The TileHistoPanel is a plug-in panel for the IGUI to display histograms from the IS. The shifter 
has to know the histogram IS address and introduce it in the histogram text box. The Subscribe button 
subscribes the panel to the IS address. Any update of the information will be notified to the panel 
which will retrieve the histogram again from the IS. The Unsubscribe button removes the subscription 
and the Read button forces the panel to read the information again. 

Figure 52 shows a screenshot of the TileHistoPanel displaying a monitoring histogram of a ROD 
module produced by the TileCal_RODModule RCD module plug-in. This histogram shows that 
input number 8 to the ROD module has no events in.   
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Figure 52: Tile Histogram IGUI plug-in panel. 

5.5 Package and repository 

The TileCal specific IGUI plug-in panels are enclosed in the TileCalIguiPanel CMT package of the 
TileCal online software repository. The Java code for the IS is auto generated using the is_generator.sh 
tool provided by the IS [8]. This tool uses the Tile IS schema classes described in Section 3.3 to create 
the IS API code for them.  

The sources need a version of Java newer than 1.5 to be compiled and executed. This means that 
the base installation Java version for the current linux distribution (SLC3) is not enough. For both 
lxplus and the experimental area at point 1, we need to use Java 1.5.  

Also, locations outside CERN, like the Valencia IFIC laboratory, require the redefinition of the 
javacomp macro in the TDAQPolicy package to compile the sources as the AFS distribution of Java is 
not accessible from outside CERN. 

After the compilation of the package, all the code is encapsulated in the TileCalIguiPanel.jar file. 
Finally, to display the panel in the main IGUI window, some extra configurations related to the 
configuration databases are needed as described in TileCal IGUI panel execution in Section 5.3. 

.    
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6 TileCal RCD 

The back-end electronics of the TileCal detector are divided into TTC and ROD electronics. The 
TileCal TTC electronics are located between the CTP and the detector. Each of the four local TileCal 
TTC systems receive one TTC input from the CTP and have 64 outputs to the super-drawers plus 
two additional TTC outputs. One TTC output goes to the input of the TBM of the ROD system. 
This TTC carries information concerning the event identification which is sent with the header of the 
data of each ROD fragment. The second TTC output is used for calibration runs where the 
information concerning the amount of charge applied to the front-end requires to be stored with the 
bytestream. However, this TTC feedback signal only can detect L1A trigger commands. Therefore, 
some software logics are needed when the calibration parameters have to be read-out from the local 
TTC system. Figure 53 shows a schematic diagram of the TileCal detector TTC back-end system. 

  
Figure 53: Tile TTC in the TDAQ data-flow. 

The TileCal ROD electronics are located between the detector front-end and the Read-Out 
System (ROS). Each of the four TileCal ROD systems receives data from the 64 super-drawers across 
8 ROD modules. In total each ROD module reads-out eight front-end links and sends out data 
through two read-out links to the read-out buffers of the ROS system. Figure 54 is a schematic view 
of the TileCal data-flow.  

 
Figure 54: Tile ROD in the TDAQ data-flow. 

The back-end electronics are the interface between the central TDAQ software and the detector 
specific hardware. Therefore a public interface is needed written in the language the TDAQ will 
understand. The TileCal RCD is the set of libraries and applications that allow the TDAQ software 
take control the TileCal detector through the TDAQ standard run control architecture. This Chapter 
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reviews all the TDAQ code at the level of the TileCal back-end electronic crates needed for this 
purpose. 

6.1 RCD description 

The ROD Crate DAQ (RCD) is a component of the TDAQ system developed due to the 
detector’s need for a common Data Acquisition (DAQ) functionality at the level of the detector back-
end electronics crate. In the case of the TileCal detector, the RCD is run in both TTC and ROD 
crates. 

The RCD is based on a read-out application which is started by the TDAQ run control. When a 
run control transition command is sent by the user through the IGUI, a request for a state transition is 
sent to the RCD as any other controlled application. The RCD reacts to the request and configures 
the controlled hardware according to the detector specific code. The TileCal detector specific RCD 
codes are plug-ins to the RCD read-out application. 

The relationships between the TDAQ run control Finite State Machine (FSM) transition 
commands and RCD methods have been detailed before in [21]. 

6.2 RCD architecture 

The RCD is based on a multithreaded read-out application core. It can be also referred to as 
IOManager [17]. The application loads specific plug-ins at runtime to adapt its behaviour to the 
detector specific needs. These plug-ins configure the trigger mechanism, the data output and module 
control. A special type of plug-in is also loaded to the read-out application for configuration purposes. 
A schematic overview of the read-out application is shown in Figure 55.  

 
Figure 55: The RCD core (IOManager) read-out application schematic view. 

An RCD application is represented in the configuration database by the RCD object. The 
configuration plug-in is defined by the attribute parameters. The trigger plug-in is retrieved from the 
ReadoutTrigger relationship, the read-out module plug-in is retrieved from the ReadoutModule 
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relationship and the output plug-in is retrieved from the ReadoutOuput relationship. Figure 23 shows 
the RCD object schema in the configuration database. 

Trigger
0..N

ReadoutOutput0..1

ReadoutModule

0..N

ShutdownDependsFrom

0..N

InitializationDependsFrom

0..N

Application

get_host

get_output_error_device

get_parameters

get_some_parameters

BaseApplication

Name: string = ’Unknown Application’

Parameters: string

RestartParameters: string

ControlledByOnline: bool = ’true’

IfDies: enum

IfFailed: enum

StartAt: enum = ’Boot’

StopAt: enum = ’Shutdown’

InitTimeout: u32 = ’60’

StartIn: string

InputDevice: string

Logging: bool = ’true’

get_output_error_directory

get_some_info

get_info

get_application

RCD

ReadoutApplication

Trace: u32 = ’0’

Package: u32 = ’0’

QueueSize: u32 = ’100’

QueueUnblockOffset: u32 = ’90’

NumberOfRequestHandlers: u32 = ’8’

RequestTimeOut: u32 = ’1000000’

MonitoringScalingFactor: u32 = ’10000’

Id: u16 = ’0’

ThreadedConfigure: bool = ’false’

ReadoutModule

ByteSwapping: bool = ’false’

PhysicalAddress: u32 = ’0’

InputFragmentType: enum = ’RODFragment’

Name: string

ReadoutOutput

ReadoutTrigger

DeleteGrouping: u32 = ’100’

RunControlApplicationBase

ActionTimeout: s32 = ’10’

ShortTimeout: s32 = ’5’

ProbeInterval: s32 = ’5’

FullStatisticsInterval: s32 = ’60’

IfError: enum

RunControlApplication

 
Figure 56: RCD schema classes organization.  

The RCD retrieves the class name of the objects linked to it and dynamically loads the plug-in 
library with the same name. The plug-in is loaded via the PluginFactory template class in a two step 
procedure. First the object is loaded into memory with a load method. Second, a template object is 
created through the create method. 

Tile read-out classes described in Section 3.1.1 have a RCD code to be loaded by the read-out 
application. In the following Sections, the TileCal RCD code for the Tile read-out classes will be 
described. As DVS tests do not to load the full infrastructure, the Tile DVS tests do not use RCD, and 
therefore, there is no need to create a RCD code for them.  

6.2.1 Trigger, output, module and configuration plug-ins 

The RCD application loads different plug-ins for different purposes. The Configuration plug-in 
(IOManagerConfig type) loads the information from the configuration database and passes it to the 
RCD core application. The IOManagerConfig will be described in the next Section.  

The Trigger plug-in (ReatoutTrigger type) handles the trigger requests for data fragments. It runs 
as a separate thread that queues requests on a request list. A number of request handlers from the 
IOManager will dequeue them by executing the data requests that will push the output information to 
the output plug-in (ReadoutOutput type).  

In the dataflow structure described above, the module plug-in (ReadoutModule type) will act only 
as a controlled resource. It will receive all the transition commands from the IOManager but no data 
will flow from the module to the output plug-in.  
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The monitoring information will flow from the module to the monitoring output of the 
IOManager, and sampled information in the form of histograms and IS information will also flow 
through the VME bus to the IOManager to their publishing points. However, the module emulation 
is also possible in the IOManager. Allowing the module act also as a data channel from which the 
IOManager will retrieve information and pass it to the output plug-in. The three plug-ins are based on 
the IOMPlugin class which will be described in the following Sections.  

The IOManagerConfig plug-in will be described in Section 6.2.2 and the IOMPlugin will be 
described in Section 6.2.3. For the TileCal RCD, configuration, module and trigger plug-ins have been 
extended. The Tile configuration plug-in will be covered in Section 6.3, the tile trigger plug-in will be 
covered in Section 6.4 and the Tile module plug-in will be covered in Section 6.5. 

6.2.2 IOManagerConfig methods 

A configuration plug-in for the RCD should extend the IOManagerConfig class and retrieve the 
configuration from the configuration database. The methods corresponding to the IOManagerConfig 
that are extended by all configuration plug-ins are the following. 

      virtual SSIConfiguration * update(); 

      virtual SSIConfiguration * updateRun() 

The return type is SSIConfiguration from which the DFCountedPointer<Config> object that 
holds the configuration can be retrieved with the following call: 

DFCountedPointer<Config> SSIConfiguration::getConfig(std::string key) 

The pairs the configuration plug-in should return to the read-out application through the 
SSIConfiguration pointer are the following: 

Pair Object to configure 
Core ReadoutApplication 

ReadoutModule ReadoutModule 
DataOut ReadoutOutput 
TriggerIn ReadoutTrigger 

Table 22: Pair vs object to configure in the SSIConfiguration pointer. 

The DFCountedPointer<Config> configuration object will be passed to each of the IOMPlugins 
to configure them appropriately. The following Section will cover the IOMPlugin methods. 

The TileCal RCD configuration plug-in extends the RCDConfig configuration plug-in which 
already deals with all the steps described.  

6.2.3 IOMPlugin methods 

The IOMPlugin is the base class for the trigger, read-out and output plug-ins for the RCD. The 
methods described in by the IOMPlugin are all the FSM state transitions plus Setup, Probe, Publish full 
statistics and Set run configuration methods. 

• Setup: This method is called at the boot transition of the IGUI. The run control state will go 
to initial. The configuration parameter contains all the information from the configuration 
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database for the object to be configured. It is retrieved using the configuration plug-in 
described in Section 4.2.2. 

• Configure: This method is called at the configure transition of the IGUI. The run control state 
will go from initial to configured. It can be executed in a single or multiple thread modes 
through the ThreadedConfigure attribute of the RCD object. It should be taken into account 
when accessing external resources. This method should implement all the configuration steps 
for the plug-in. 

• Connect: This method is called after the configure method at the configure transition of the 
IGUI. The run control state will go from configured to connected. It should be used to 
connect to a server which may not be configured before this state. 

• Prepare for run: This method is called at the start transition of the IGUI. The run control 
state goes from connected to ready. It should be used to do last minute configurations. Read-
out modules should be running at the end of this state. 

• Start trigger: This method is called at the start transition of the IGUI after the prepare for run. 
The run control state goes from ready to running. Only trigger modules should perform an 
action at this point. 

• Stop trigger: This method is called at the stop transition of the IGUI. The run control state 
goes from running to ready. Only trigger modules should perform an action at this point. 

• Stop EB: This method is called at the stop transition of the IGUI just after the stop trigger. 
The run control state goes from ready to stopped. 

• Pause: This method is called at the pause transition of the IGUI. The run control state goes 
from running to paused. Only trigger modules should perform an actionat this point. 

• Resume: This method is called at the resume transition of the IGUI. The run control state 
goes from paused to running. Only trigger modules should perform an action at this point. 

• Disconnect: This method is called at the unconfigure transition of the IGUI. The run control 
state goes from stopped to disconnected. 

• Unconfigure: This method is called at the unconfigure transition of the IGUI, after the 
disconnect. The run control state goes from disconnected to initial. 

• Publish full statistics: This method is called with a frequency defined by the 
FullStatisticsInterval attribute of the RCD object in the configuration database. It is intended 
to be a long period call to publish a complete set of statistical information about the 
performance of the module. 

• Probe: This method is called with a frequency defined by the ProbeInterval attribute of the 
RCD object in the configuration database. It is intended to be a short period call to publish a 
complete set of statistical information about the performance of the module. 

• User command: This method is used to pass user defined parameters to the module. It is 
executed from the run control to a specific IOMPlugin type with two parameters. 
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• Set run configuration: This method is used to set the run configuration parameters and make 
them available for the module. 

• Get info: This method is used to retrieve information from the plug-in. It is called every 
ProbeInterval before the probe method. It is used to pass information to the RCD. 

6.3 TileCal configuration plug-in 

The ROS group provides a RCD/ROS compatible plug-in called ROSDBConfig. This 
configuration  plug-in retrieves all the attributes from any object of the database and populates the 
corresponding DFCountedPointer<Config> keys with the appropriate values. This allows the 
IOMPlugin RCD code to receive the information from all attributes of the IOMPlugin configuration 
object. 

Since tdaq-01-01-00, an extra key was added to all DFCountedPointer<Config> object: The 
“configurationDB” pointer. This is a pointer to the configuration database object of type 
Configuration. This pointer can be retrieved from the DFCountedPointer<Config> with the call: 

 Configuration * DFCountedPointer<Config>::getPointer(“configurationDB”,Configuration) 

This architecture allows the IOMPlugin RCD codes to access the configuration database directly. 
Consequently, any object from the configuration database can be retrieved by the IOMPlugin RCD 
code. 

Tile IOMPlugin RCD code implements the code to retrieve any configuration information not 
provided by the RCD/ROS ROSDBConfig configuration plug-in. This makes the Tile IOMPlugin 
RCD code not dependant on the TileCal RCD configuration plug-in except for the configuration of 
the super-drawers. This information is dragged out from the TileDigiTTCModule object, relationship 
name controls of type TileDrawerModule of cardinality “many”.  

However, for all the rest RCD implementations, the configuration plug-in used can be the 
ROSDBConfig configuration plugging.  

6.3.1 TileConfig 

TileConfig is the TileCal RCD configuration plug-in. It retrieves all the attributes from the 
configuration databases and passes the information as a DFCountedPointer<Config> object. 

The TileConfig extends the RCDConfig class which already loads the configuration database and 
retrieves all the attributes from all the Tile read-out classes described in Section 3.1.1. Figure 24 shows 
the class extension for the TileConfig class. The RCDConfig class is extended by implementing the 
following method: 

get_Module(const daq::df::ReadoutModule *rom, DFCountedPoiner<Config> pairs); 

The TileConfig also retrieves the list of controlled super-drawers from the controls relationship of 
the TileDigiTTCModule object. This is the only non compatibility with the RCD/ROS 
ROSDBConfig configuration plug-in. 
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Figure 57: TileConfig class extension. 

6.4 TileCal trigger plug-ins 

The specific TileCal trigger plug-in is needed when extra control over the dataflow is needed. This 
is, when performing commissioning calibration runs. In this case, the dataflow chain contains 
elements that are far slower than the nominal 100 kHz rate, around 10 kHz. Thus, the busy chain has 
to take into account much more busy periods.  

6.4.1 TileTTCprTriggerIn 

The calibration run types of the TileCal detector require the knowledge of the charge sent to the 
ADC blocks through the charge injection system. This information is sent to the front-end electronics 
through the TTC optical links and can be retrieved from the TileCal RCD modules on every L1A. 
Figure 58 shows how the TTCpr card receives the L1A from the local TTC system.  

 
Figure 58: TTCpr dataflow. 

The TileTTCprTriggerIn is a trigger plug-in to the RCD that waits for a L1A in the TTCpr input 
link and reacts to it. The TTCpr buffers the EventID, BCID, and trigger type associated [23]. When a 
L1A is received, the TileTTCprTriggerIn creates a DataRequest of type 
TileEmulatorRequestWithEnable and schedules it on the requested data fragments queue. The request 
handlers in the RCD retrieve the request from the queue and execute it. The executed request builds 
the data fragment and pushes it to the data output plug-in. Figure 59 shows how the 
TileTTCprTriggerIn handles the requests. 
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Figure 59: TileTTCprTriggerIn DataRequest. 

The busy is raised at the first event in. During the time it takes the data to be moved out from the 
data channel, the busy is raised and removed once the buffer is completely empty.  

6.4.1.1 TileEmulatorRequestWithEnable 

The TileEmulatorRequestWithEnable extends the DataRequest class strongly coupled with the 
TileTTCprTriggerIn trigger plug-in. It implements the execute method. When the DataRequest is 
executed, the ROD fragment is created according to the constructor parameters. The ROD fragment 
is filled with the hardware fragments retrieved from each of the data channels registered for the 
IOManager. Section 6.5.2.6 explains how the TileVMEReadoutModuleDataChannel retrieves the CIS 
parameters from a shared memory region. Finally the data fragment is pushed to the ReadoutOutput 
plug-in as shown in Figure 59. 

6.4.2 TileTBMTriggerIn 

The TileTBMTriggerIn class is a trigger plug-in for the ROD crate. The TBM functionality is to 
handle the busy from the ROD and distribute the TTC clock. The busy information is published as 
TileCal_IS_TBM objects to the IS on every run control publish transition, which to the plug-in is a get 
info transition. Finally the information is displayed in the TileCal IGUI TBM panel described in 
Section 5.2.3.  

6.4.2.1 Setup 

• The TTC partition name is retrieved from the module name. 

6.4.2.2 Configure 

• All the IS information from the RODs in the TTC partition is retrieved. 

• Busy mask is defined according to enabled RODs. 

• TBM reset. 

• Enable L1 counter. 

6.4.2.3 Prepare for run 

• Busy Mask is set. 

Trigger thread 

Request handler thread 

Request queue 

On TTCpr data arrival:  
DataRequest creation and schedule. 

 

DataRequest execution and dequeue. 
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• User busy is cleared. 

• Probe method forced. 

6.4.2.4 Unconfigure 

• TBM is shutdown and memory is cleaned. 

6.4.2.5 Probe 

• Busy information for TBM retrieved. 

• Busy information from all RODs retrieved. 

• TileCal_IS_TBM information is updated. 

6.4.2.6 Get info 

• Number of Level one triggers in to the TBM retrived and sent to the RCD core. 

• Probe is explicitly called as the trigger plug-ins have no probe call. 

• Update NumberOfL1 value with number of L1 counted by TBM. 

6.5 Tile module plug-ins 

A RCD module plug-in describes a hardware or software component that is controlled by the 
IOManager. The ReadoutModule is an abstract base class with virtual methods for most of the run 
control commands described in the IOMPlugin methods Section 6.2.3. The ReadoutModule 
properties for the TileCal RCD are the following: 

• A module may perform any appropriate action on a controlled hardware or software 
associated with a state transition. 

• A module may be used as ROD emulation, in which case data channels are created in the 
module. The RCD request handlers will poll the data channels for data fragments from the 
modules. The type of data channel is hard coded which implies that the relation between 
module types and data channel types is fixed. 

TileCal specific module plug-ins are derived from the ReadoutModule class, such as 
TileCal_RODModule, TileDigiTTCModule, TileVMEReadoutModule and TileCal_TBM for their use 
in the RCD framework. 

6.5.1 TileDigiTTCModule 

The TileDigiTTCModule is a double purpose module. It controls the front-end electronics 
through 3in1 TTC commands and the back-end electronics needed for TTC and busy logic.  

When a calibration run is started, on external L1A to the TTCvi, the TileDigiTTCModule data 
channel sends the 3in1 TTC commands to the front-end to configure the CIS for the next trigger. The 
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CIS parameters are copied to a shared memory region with the TileVMEReadoutModule of type 
shame, which will read the values. 

On the following, the FSM transition commands of the TileDigiTTCModule and the 
TileDigiTTCModuleDataChannel will be described. 

6.5.1.1 Setup 

• Configuration information is retrieved. 

• Creation of TileDrawerModule objects. 

• Hardware boards are created: TTCvi, ROD busy and shared memory. 

• Data channel of type TileDigiTTCModuleDataChannel is created. 

• The TileDigiTTCModuleDataChannel data channel is registered as another data channel in 
the IOManager. 

6.5.1.2 Configure 

• TTCvi reset. 

• Super-drawer ttcrx chips are reset. 

• Configure all 3in1 boards per super-drawer. 

• Enable super-drawer broadcast mode. 

6.5.1.3 Prepare for run 

• Retrieve run type from run parameter base object in read-out module class. 

6.5.1.4 Start trigger 

• Enable TTCvi trigger. 

6.5.1.5 Stop trigger 

• Disable TTCvi trigger 

6.5.1.6 Unconfigure 

• Delete TTCvi, ROD busy and shared memory objects. 

6.5.1.7 Get info 

• Information is returned: TTCvi address, orbit, channel, rate, busy, mask, shame, digitizer 
mode, digitizer samples, digitizer pipeline, digitizer Llimit, and digitizer hlimit and digitizer 
ddac. 
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6.5.1.8 TileDigiTTCModuleDataChannel 

The TileDigiTTCModuleDataChannel is a data channel strongly coupled with the 
TileDigiTTCModule. It provides current calibration settings per event. It controls the correct 
execution of a calibration run. It is needed whenever a calibration run has to be performed. 

This data channel distinguishes between the following run types:  

• Physics runs (9 samples, 1 gain): Physics and CIS mono. 

• Calibration runs (7 samples, 2 gains): CIS scan, LED and Pedestal.  

6.5.1.9 TileDrawerModule 

The TileDrawerModule is a standard C++ class that holds the configuration of the super-drawers 
to ease its access from the TileDigiTTCModule and TileDigiTTCModuleDataChannel. It does not 
extend any class.  

As explained in Section TileConfig, the Tile configuration plug-in creates a list of controlled 
drawers for the TileDigiTTCModule. This list is retrieved by the TileDrawerModule class and made 
accessible through simple methods similar to the auto generated calls.  

• unsigned int mb_ttcrx(): retrieves the TTCrx motherboard address. 

• unsigned int mb_time(int t): retrieves the motherboard timing (t=1,4). 

• unsigned int digi_ttcrx(int t): retrieves the digitizer motherboard TTCrx address (t=1,8). 

• unsigned int digi_time(int t): retrieves the digitizer motherboard timing (t=1,8). 

 
Figure 60: TileCal shared memory retrieval of the CIS parameters.  
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6.5.2 TileVMEReadoutModule 

The TileVMEReadoutModule is a general purpose RCD read-out module plug-in. It handles the 
readout of VME boards: lrs1182, lrs1176, v775, v792, v259, busy, shared memory, coincidence board 
and sspi ROD emulation. The type of board can be chosen by the configuration parameter 
moduleType of the TileVMEReadoutModule class as described in Section 3.1.1.11. This module plug-
in was successfully tested in the TileCal test beam period. 

During the commissioning phase, one of the functionalities of the TileVMEReadoutModule is to 
control the coincidence boards for the cosmic trigger. On every L1A of the coincidence boards, a 
trigger is issued by the trigger plug-in to the RCD and the request handler requests the 
TileVMEReadoutModule for a fragment. The fragment passed to the output plug-in contains a few 
words from the coincidence boards that are put into the data. 

Another use of the TileVMEReadoutModule is the shared memory read-out module. It is used for 
calibration runs to retrieve the CIS parameters from a shared memory region, which the 
TileDigiTTCModule data channel (TileDigiTTCModuleDataChannel) has populated appropriately. A 
TileVMEReadoutModule object is associated to all TTC RCD objects in the database as will be 
explained in TTC segment (Section 7.2.1).  

The TileVMEReaoutModule is used as a ROD emulator like the ROD read-out for the 
commissioning DVS tests explained before (Section 4.3). The RCD core prepares the data on the data 
channel on the requestFragment method and extracts it on every getFragment method. Both methods 
have to be implemented by the data channel. The trigger to use with TileVMEReadoutModule is 
TileTTCprTriggerIn. 

The following will describe the FSM state transition commands of the TileVMEReadoutModule 
that perform an action as well as the TileVMEReadoutModuleDataChannel.  

6.5.2.1 Setup 

• Attributes are retrieved from the configuration pointer. 

• A new board object is created defined by the module type 

• A new data channel is created of type TileVMEReadoutModuleDataChannel. 

• The data channel is appended to the IOManager data channels. 

6.5.2.2 Prepare for run 

• The board is reset 

6.5.2.3 Stop EB 

• The board is reset 

6.5.2.4 Unconfigure 

• The board object is deleted. 
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6.5.2.5 Get info 

• Information is returned: module name, module type and base address. 

6.5.2.6 TileVMEReadoutModuleDataChannel 

The TileVMEReadoutModuleDataChannel is a data channel strongly coupled to the 
TileVMEReaodoutModule. It can be enabled or disabled by the associated input channel to the 
TileVMEReadoutModule (Section 7). It extends the DataChannel class. On every get fragment 
request, reads the hardware board defined by the TileVMEReadoutModule and returns a hardware 
data fragment. 

6.5.3 TileCal_TBM 

The TBM functionality can be divided in the use it had for ROD production and commissioning. 
During ROD production the TBM was in charged of updating the number of events for the run. This 
functionality has been kept depending on the run type name. If the run types are “Dynamic Test 
(VME)” or “Dynamic Test (S-Link)”, the TBM will update the DF.NumberEvents ISInfoInt 
information with the number of events passed through the TBM. For the commissioning the TBM 
functionality is to handle the busy from the ROD and distribute the TTC clock. 

6.5.3.1 Setup 

• The TTC partition name is retrieved from the module name. 

6.5.3.2 Configure 

• All the IS information from the RODs in the TTC partition is retrieved. 

• Busy mask is defined according to enabled RODs. 

• If ROD production, the DF.NumberEvents is forced to zero. 

• TBM reset. 

6.5.3.3 Prepare for run 

• Busy Mask is set. 

• User busy is cleared. 

• Probe method forced. 

6.5.3.4 Start trigger 

• If ROD production, NumberEvents information is subscribed. 

6.5.3.5 Stop trigger 

• If ROD production, NumberEvents information is unsubscribed 
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6.5.3.6 Unconfigure 

• TBM is shutdown and deleted. 

6.5.3.7 Probe 

• Busy information for TBM retrieved. 

• Busy information from all RODs retrieved. 

• TileCal_IS_TBM information is updated. 

6.5.4 TileCal_RODModule 

The TileCal_RODModule controls the ROD motherboard of the ROD crates. The actions 
performed to the ROD at each transition are described. There are two configuration modes for the 
ROD. One is the ROD configuration as a dataflow element between the front-end electronics and the 
read-out system. For this data acquisition mode, the ROD is configured to take data in from the front-
end links and send the data out through the read-out links. This is the typical configuration for the 
commissioning phase and it will also be in ATLAS.  

The second configuration mode is the ROD emulation. In this mode, the ROD is configured as a 
data channel and no information is sent out through the read-out links. The data flow comes in 
through the front-end links and goes out through the VME bus to the ReadoutOuput plug-in of the 
RCD. To set this configuration, a sequential data channel is appended to the RCD data channels on 
prepare for run transition, and the data channel will be polled every event for data. The way to 
accomplish this is by defining the run type to “Dynamic Test (VME)”. This configuration will not be 
explicitly described.  

The ROD is requested for monitoring information of different verbosities and purposes: RITMO, 
probe and publish full statistics. 

6.5.4.1 Setup 

• Get configuration from Configuration pointer. 

• Overwrite configuration with IS information. 

• Get DSP configuration information from IS. 

• Setup the OFC plug-in. 

6.5.4.2 Configure 

• ROD is initialized. 

• DSP and InFPGA files are found. 

• OFC plug-in is configured. 

• InFPGA and DSP are booted. 
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6.5.4.3 Prepare for run 

• Set PU as busy source for ROD. 

• Reset OC. 

• Mask DSP for busy. 

• Configure OC for data taking mode (DTM). 

• Configure InFPGA according to run type. 

• Configure DSP according to run type. 

• Get run number from IS. 

• Configure DSP data format. 

• Load OFC to DSP. 

• Reset links. 

• Send start command to all active DSPs.  

6.5.4.4 Stop EB 

• Send stop command to all active DSPs. 

• Configure OC for non data taking mode (DTM off) . 

6.5.4.5 Unconfigure 

• Shutdown ROD module. 

6.5.4.6 Publish full statistics 

• Read the Staging FPGA for number events in FEB. 

• Publish TileCal_IS_RODModule info to IS. 

6.5.4.7 User command 

The user command can be used to publish the ROD Information Tile Monitoring (RITMO) as 
TileCal_IS_DSPRitmo objects to the IS. The definition of the RITMO is summarized in Section 3.3.4. 
The RITMO information is retrieved for the given ROD module through the VME bus for all active 
DSPs and published to the IS from the RCC. The information publishing point is defined in Section 
5.1.2. 

The RITMO command will only affect the TileCal_RODModule which matches the command 
conditions. The command is a string argument separated by a colon token. The typical command 
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strings are “publishRitmo:ALL” or “publishRitmo::TileCalXXX_RODModule_Y” where XXX is the 
TTC partition name and Y goes from 1 to 8. 

6.6 TileCal OFC plug-in 

One of the functionalities of the TileCal RODs is to reconstruct the energy deposited in the 
TileCal cells. This is done using optimal filtering [24], which requires a set of constants to work, the so 
called Optimal Filtering Constants (OFC).  

As an extension to the RCD for the TileCal_RODModule, the OFC plug-ins are loaded at run 
time by the TileCal_RODModule. This enables the ROD to retrieve the constants in an elegant way. 

The TileCal_RODModule read-out class has an ofcPlugin relationship of type TileOfcPlugin. This 
relationship points to a TileOfcPlugin plug-in library that will be loaded at runtime without the need to 
link it with the main TileCal_RODModule library. Therefore, the TileCal_RODModule library is 
independent from the source of the constants. There is a simple API to retrieve the constants from 
any extended class of the TileOfcPlugin. 

6.6.1 Methods 

The methods for the TileOfcPlugins are inspired in the IOMPlugin methods. As the constants are 
only retrieved at configuration time, only two methods of the FSM are implemented, setup and 
configure. An extra method is defined to retrieve the constants as a standard C++ vector of unsigned 
integers.  

The developer should chose where to access the files, as setup is a single thread operation and it 
will be performed in linear time for all the RODs and all DSPs, while the configure method would be 
executed a multi-thread operation if the ThreadedConfigure attribute of the configuration object for 
the RCD is set to true.  

6.6.1.1 Setup 

This method is called from the setup transition of the TileCal_RODModule. 

6.6.1.2 Configure 

This method is called from the configure transition of the TileCal_RODModule. 

6.6.1.3 Get OFC 

This method is called from the prepare for run transition of the TileCal_RODModule. It should 
return a set of optimal filtering constants in any case. 

6.6.2 TileOfc_RODFile 

The TileOfc_RODFile is an example TileCal OFC plug-in that loads the constants from a 
TileCal_RODFile linked to it by the file relationship. This class is described in Section 3.1.1.7. 

Following the compatibility policy with ROSDBConfig configuration plug-in for the RCD, the 
relationship will not be loaded from the configuration plug-in, but from the RCD code of the class. 
The RCD code will get from the DFCountedPointer<Config> the pointer value of type 
Configuration of the configurationDB key. Using this pointer to the configuration database and the 
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UID for this object, the RCD code for the TileOfc_RODFile will retrieve from the configuration 
database the object that is linked to it by the file relationship. The details are described in the TileCal 
RCD configuration plug-in (Section 6.3). 

The TileOfc_RODFile will find the TileCal_RODFile linked to it by the file relationship and read 
the file in the setup call. The configuration step is empty. At last, the get OFC method will return the 
values in a standard C++ vector of unsigned integers format. 

6.6.2.1 Setup 

• Find the TileCal_RODFile associated with the object. 

• Read the TileCal_RODFile objects into memory. 

6.6.3 TileOfcUseDB 

The TileOfcUseDB is a TileCal OFC plug-in to retrieve the optimal filtering constants from pool 
files. It extends the TileOfcPlugin class and implements the methods needed to be controlled by the 
TileCal_RODModule as a plug-in.  

The parameters needed to extract the constants from pool are retrieved from the configuration 
database and overwritten by the online IS representation of the configuration. The 
TileCal_IS_OFCExpertParams object of the IS holds this configuration. 

This TileOfcPlugin requires other TileCal offline software to work. It is linked with other packages 
like TileDSPofc and TileOfflineDB. 

6.6.3.1 Setup 

• Create new IPC partition. 

• Create new IS dictionary. 

• Read run parameters from IS and get run type. 

• Create conditions database object. 

• Set the run type constants to retrieve from configuration. 

• Overwrite parameters with IS values 

• Retrieve raw values from conditions database. 

• Build the optimal filtering constants from raw values. 

6.7 Package and repository 

The TileCal RCD detailed in this Chapter is stored across multiple CMT packages of the TileCal 
online software repository.  

• TileModules: This package contains the TileVMEReadoutModule and TileDigiTTCModule 
RCD module plug-ins. 
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• TileTrigger: This package contains the TileTTCprTriggerIn RCD trigger plug-in. 

• TileRequest: This package contains the TileEmulatorRequestWithEnable RCD data request 
library. 

• TileCalModules: This package contains the TileCal_RODModule and TileCal_TBM RCD 
module plug-ins and the TileTBMTriggerIn RCD trigger plug-in. 

• TilePlugins: This package contains the TileOfc_RODFile Tile OFC plug-in. 

• TileOfcUseDB: This package contains the TileOfcUseDB Tile OFC plug-in. 
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7 TileCal partition 

A partition is the object of the configuration database from which all the configuration of the 
hardware and software elements which are included in the read-out is spanned. The TileCal partition is 
the description of the TileCal detector partition used for commissioning data acquisition.  

It is responsibility of the sub-detector to describe the partition up to the ROS level. In this Chapter 
the commissioning set-up and configuration of the read-out of the TileCal detector is described. The 
description is divided in multiple files which are organized in folders following the general TDAQ 
folder convention. The partitions directory stores all the files that describe a partition object, segments 
is the folder to store the segment description files, a hardware folder (hw) is available for the 
description files of hardware elements and a software folder (sw) is used to store the description files 
of software objects.  

The TileCal detector is divided in four Regions Of Interest (ROIs) for the first level trigger of the 
TDAQ [25]. For this reason, the detector is divided into four barrels, each of which has a different 
TTC clock. Therefore, the TileCal partition is divided into four TTC partitions. Each TTC partition 
consists in all components used for the read-out of the detector that work with the same TTC clock. 
The basic elements for the TTC partition are the LTP, TTCvi, TTCex, TTCpr, ROD busy, super-
drawer, ROD and TBM. As the TDAQ schema states that there can only be one partition, all the 
TileCal detector TTC partitions are defined as segments, each of which contains a TTC segment 
representing the TTC crate, a ROD segment representing the ROD crate and a ROS segment 
representing the ROS. 

Other segments that need to be included at the partition level description are the cosmic trigger 
segment, to control the coincidence boards for cosmic trigger, the laser emulator segment, to collect 
all the calibration information from the CIS parameters, the monitoring segment, to control global 
monitoring tasks and the event builder segment to write the data to file. Figure 61 shows a schematic 
view of the TileCal partition segments. 

 
Figure 61: TileCal partition. 
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7.1 Physics vs calibration configuration 

The TileCal detector configuration is different for physics and calibration runs. The calibration run 
types require the storage of the value of the charge sent to the front-end electronics along with the 
data read-out from the RODs. This requires the inclusion of aditional elements in the read-out which 
slow down the acquisition rate. Therefore, the calibration configuration is not feasible for physics runs. 

Calibration runs require a TileTTCprTriggerIn trigger plug-in for the RCD application running on 
the TTC crate, as well as a TileDigiTTCModuleDataChannel data channel to write the parameters to a 
shared memory region and a TileVMEReadoutModuleDataChannel data channel to retrieve them 
from it. Finally the RCD will push the information out though a TCPDataOut output plug-in to the 
laser emulator segment which will send the data to the event builder. 

Thus, the configuration for a physics run requires to remove all the elements included for a 
calibration run in order to maximize the data acquisition rate. 

Table 23 summarizes the set of objects that have to be set in the TTC segment RCD application 
depending on the configuration. 

TTC RCD relationships Physics Calibration 
TriggerIn DataDrivenTriggerIn TileTTCprTriggerIn 
Module  TileVMEReadoutModule 

ReadoutOutput EmulatedDataOut TCPDataOut 

Table 23: TTC segment RCD relationship changes between physics and calibration. 

The busy logic for calibration runs is also different. The ROD busy module must take into 
account the busy coming from the TTCpr board which represents input number 14 in the ROD busy 
module. Table 24 lists the ROD busy configuration object changes between physics and calibration. 

TTC ROD busy configuration Object Physics Calibration 
Input 14 (TTCpr busy) False True 

Table 24: TTC segment ROD busy configuration object changes between physics and calibration. 

Table 25 summarizes the changes in the state of the TileCal partition resources between physics 
and calibration configuration. 

TileCal partition resources Physics Calibration 
Laser emulator segment Disable Enable 

Event builder laser segment input channel Disable Enable 

Table 25: TileCal partition resource state changes between physics and calibration. 

7.2 TTC partition segment 

The TTC partition segment is a first level segment that hangs from the TileCal detector partition 
that holds the entire configuration for one TTC partition. There are four TTC partition segments, as 
the four TTC partitions in the Tile calorimeter. Each of these segments is divided into other three. A 
TTC segment that handles the configuration of the TTC for a TTC partition, a ROD segment that 
handles the configuration of the RODs and a ROS segment that handles the configuration of the 
ROS for the commissioning read-out.  
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Figure 62: TileCal TTC partition segment. 

7.2.1 TTC Segment 

All the required objects to describe a TTC segment are shown in Figure 62. The 
TileDigiTTCModule is the central part of the TTC segment. It is attached to the RCD application as a 
ReadoutModule. The controls relationship of type TileDrawerModule is a list where all the controlled 
super-drawers should be attached. The TileDigiTTCModule retrieves the list of controlled super-
drawers and passes it to an internally attached data channel (TileDigiTTCModuleDataChannel). This 
data channel configures the super-drawers by sending 3in1 TTC commands to them during the run. It 
also copies the charge injection information to a shared memory region. 

Another object attached to the RCD application is the TileVMEReadoutModule of type shame. It 
has an input channel linked through the inputChannel relationship. The TileVMEReadoutModule 
creates a data channel (TileVMEReadoutModuleDataChannel) and appends it to the RCD application 
data channels if this input channel is enabled.   The associated data channel reads the configuration of 
the injected charge from the shared memory region.  

The key difference between a physics and a calibration run is the ReadoutTrigger object linked to 
the RCD application. The TileTTCprTriggerIn is a calibration purpose trigger. It will trigger on every 
L1A received through the TTCpr input link. It created a data request of type 
TileEmulatorRequestWithEnable which is queued on every trigger. The data request will poll all the 
registered data channels available in the RCD application, namely the 
TileDigiTTCModuleDataChannel and the TileVMEReadoutModuleDataChannel, for any data 
fragments. Only the TileVMEReadoutModuleDataChannel returns a hardware fragment with the 
front-end configuration. The data request pushes the built data fragment to the output plug-in. The 
ReadoutTrigger object linked for a physics run is a DataDrivenTriggerIn. 

The output plug-in linked to the RCD application is the TCPDataOut ReadoutOutput. It will 
send ROD fragments over the network to the laser segment.  

Another read-out module attached to the RCD is the ROD busy read-out module. It retrieves the 
busy from the ROD crate from input 1 and the busy from the TTCpr from input 14. For a physics 
run, only input 1 is enabled. For a calibration run, both channels 1 and 14 are enabled. 

The last object required in the RCD application ReadoutModule relationship is the placeholder for 
the LTP module. Different configuration is needed for the LTP depending on the run type and the 
number of TTC partitions to run simultaneously. Multiple instances of the RCDLtpModule are 
populated in the Tile configuration database. The user can exchange in between the objects by 
removing one and adding another one to the RCD application. The naming convention for the 
RCDLtpModule should be clear enough for the user to decide. Global in the object UID means the 
L1A signal is received from the CTP while local indicates the L1A is internally generated on every 
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orbit clock. Master indicates the LTP module will act as the master of a master-slave chain, waiting for 
the slave busy input status. 

 

 
Figure 63: TileCal TTC configuration for calibration. 

 
Figure 64: TileCal TTC configuration for physics. 
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The TileOfcUseDB object defines the set of optimal filtering constants to be loaded to the DSP. 
This object is attached to the TileCal_RODModule through the ofcPlugin relationship. The 
TileCal_RODModule will load the plug-in and retrieve the constants from it. 

The trigger for the RCD is a TileTBMTriggerIn. However, as no data channels are defined for 
normal operation during commissioning, no data is pushed out to the ReadoutOutput. The 
ReadoutOutput is linked to an EmulatedDataOut. 

The ROD segment is not run type dependent. The configuration is internally handled by the 
ReadoutModules. Therefore, there is no need to change any object in the configuration database from 
physics to calibration read-out. 

 
Figure 65: TileCal ROD configuration. 
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Figure 66: TileCal ROS configuration. 

7.3 Cosmic trigger segment 

The cosmic trigger segment is a special type of segment that should be included in the data-taking 
when a cosmic triggered physics run is performed. It contains an RCD application running in the 
TileCal comic trigger boards crate that reads the information on every trigger and requests the trigger 
boards for the information on the trigger towers. 

The TileVMEReadoutModule of type coin is the central piece of this segment. It creates an 
internal data channel on input channel.  
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RCD application. This segment is intended for calibration runs where the TTC 3in1 commands are 
stored along with the raw data for the same event.  

As a ROS segment, the main application running in the Laser segment is a ROS read-out 
application. It should have up to four input channels enabled one for each TTC “partition”. And one 
TCP data out channel that is sending the data to the event builder. 
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Figure 67: Laser emulator segment. 

7.5 Event builder segment 

The event builder segment used for commissioning purposes and future calibration runs, has to 
collect the information from all TTC partition segments, laser segment and the cosmic trigger 
segment. Therefore, the event builder should have ten input channels. The ROS application use TCP 
data input channels to put together event data coming from all the TileCal ROSes. 

The configuration is independent of the type of run. However, for a physics run, the input channel 
that corresponds to the laser emulator segment has to be disabled. Figure 68 shows he event builder 
segment. 
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Figure 68: Event builder segment. 

7.6 TileCal calibration partitions 

In principle, each TTC partition can be run simultaneously and independently if the correct 
configuration is done to the hardware elements. The acheivement is to change from combined read-
out to single TTC partition read-out by closing the current partition and opening a different one. 

The way to achieve easy partition swapping between calibration and physics confuguraiton is to 
have multiple objects in the configuration databases which describe the diferent configurations. Each 
partition has to load the correct instance of the object from the database. Hence, no database 
intervention is needed to change between partitions. 

To run all four TTC partitions independently, the event builder and laser emulator segments hav 
to be cloned up to four times to match the correct configuration for a single TTC partition readout. 
This experience has been successfully carried out during the combined milestone weeks of the year 
2007.  
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8 TileCal TDAQ run types 

8.1 Pedestals 

Pedestals is a calibration run type. The read-out is done in 7 samples and double gain mode. The 
data contains the electronic noise level. The data is used to find coherent noise in the front-end.  

8.2 CIS scan  

CIS scan is a calibration run type. The read-out is done in 7 samples double gain mode. It is used 
to measure the response of the electronics to a charge injection in the front-end super-drawer 
electronics. The CIS signal is ramped from zero to the maximum level for each of the two capacitors 
in the 3in1 cards.  

The offline reconstruction of this run requires the CIS parameters to be present in the bytestream 
in order to match the recontructed signal with the injected charge. This is done via the Laser emulator 
segment described in TileCal RCD. Every event, the CIS parameters are written into the bytestream. 

8.3 CIS mono 

CIS mono is a calibration run type. The read-out is done in 9 samples auto gain mode. A selected 
charge is injected on every event. It is used as a fast check of the CIS response. Also it is a reference 
magnitude which should not vary from run to run.  

In ATLAS operation, CIS mono pulses will be sent during the empty bunches. This means, there 
will be CIS events between physics events with a low rate (~1 Hz). However, this functionality is not 
used for commissioning. 

8.4 LED 

LED is a calibration run type. The read-out is donde in 9 samples auto gain mode. A LED is 
pulsed and the light is carried to the fiber bundle to each front-end super-drawers. LED is similar to 
CIS mono run. However, the LED run not only cares about the electronics working but the response 
of the PMT to light can be measured and the fiber that brings the light to it can be tested.  

The run can be triggered on the trigger towers using a physics configuration or triggered from the 
LED source with a NIM signal to the L1A input 4 of the TTCvi. 

8.5 Physics 

Physiscs is the expected 9 samples auto gain readout type of run. The L1A is obtained through the 
trigger towers through the LTP. During commissioning, it is used to take cosmic data. The response 
of the cells to muon energy deposition is measured. Several offline checks can be performed 
concerning energy deposition by cell and track reconstruction through the TileCal detector. 
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9 Offline validation and data quality checks 

After the data acquisition, it is important to perform some validation on the data prior to physics 
analysis. This is done through the TileCal standalone offline framework. It includes, the storage of the 
data in CASTOR, reconstruction of the data in multiple ntuple files (one per super-drawer module) 
and a set of data quality checks which are performed automatically over the data. However, a shifter is 
needed to evaluate the results. 

The following paragraphs cover the set of automatic quality checks and validation of the data. 

9.1 Data integrity check  

9.1.1 CRC and BCID check 

This check is performed on all types of runs. A plot shows the result of CRC check as a function 
of the digitizer number from 0 to 15. This is only meaninful for auto gain run types ( LED, CIS mono, 
Physics). The bin content has the following meaning: 

o < 1: Shows the ratio of events with good CRC over the total number of events . As this 
ratio could very close to 1, if it is more than 80% and less than 100%, then it will be 
artificially set to 0.8. Shifters should investigate the problem with L2 macros.  

o 1: Everything is fine. 

o 2 : Some front-end CRC checks failed.  

o 2.5: failures in front-end and ROD checks.  

o 3 : Some ROD CRC checks failed. 

 
Figure 69: CRC errors vs TileCal DMU. 

A similar plot is produced for BCID errors as a function of digitizer number from 0 to 15. This 
plot is meaningful for all types of runs. The bin content values meaning is the following: 

o <1: Shows the ratio of events with good BCID over the total number of events. 

o 1: Everything fine. 

o 2: Mismatch between the BCID in the ROD fragment received through the TBM and the 
received from the front-end written by the TileCal DMUs.  
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Figure 70: Low gain BCID errors vs TileCal DMU. 

 
Figure 71: High gain BCID errors vs TileCal DMU. 

9.1.2 Global CRC errors 

A histogram is produced to display the global CRC errors. The bins have the following meaning: 

o 0: All events with errors.  

o 1: Everything fine. 

o 2: Error in global CRC. 

Figure 72 shows a histogram of a global CRC check where all events had good global CRC.   

 
Figure 72: Hisogram of global CRC errors. 

9.1.3 Stuck bits and zero amplitude 

The definition of a stuck bits is a bit which does not change from 0 to 1. This is difficult to detect, 
and the algorithm is not 100% reliable. Two different approaches are used. A bit is considered to be 
stuck if any of the two methods flags it as stuck. Both look at amplitude distribution in ADC counts: 
one counts the number of 0s and 1s for each of the ADC bit (amplitude range is 0-1023, meaning 10 
bits), the other just counts the number of bins with 0 content.  

A summary plot of the checks for stuck bits and zero amplitude is produced. Each bin represents 
a channel from 0 to 47. The meaning of the bins is the following: 

o 0: All events had 0 ADC counts. 

o 0.5: Some events had 0 ADC counts, and no stuck bits. 

o 1: Everything is fine. 

o 1.5: Both zero amplitudes and stuck bits.  

o 2: Some stuck bits and no zero amplitudes.  
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Figure 73: Low gain stuck bits zero amplitude vs 

channel number. 

 
Figure 74: High gain stuck bits zero amplitude vs 

channel number. 

9.2 Amplitude over charge ratio check.  

This check is only valid for CIS runs (CIS mono and CIS scan). The check produces plots that 
show the result of the fit of the amplitude calculated with the fit method against the charge injected by 
the 3in1 card. The result for a good channel should be close to 1. Four plots are produced, high and 
low gain read-out for each capacitor. Each bin represents a PMT channel from 0 to 47.  

 
Figure 75: Amplitude over charge ratio plots. 

The error bar, if present, can be asymmetric and it shows the gap between the mean value and the 
entry at the end of the distribution. Where the meaning is the following: 

o < 0.5% of the events are outside the tolerance (0.7-1.3 by default) then the error bar 
length is 0.  

o >0.5% and <1% of the events are outside the tolerance an error bar of 0.35 will be set.  

o >1% and <1.5% of the events are outside the tolerance an error bar of 0.7 is set.  
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o >1.5% the error bar length will be of 1.05.  

Figure 75 shows the results of the amplitude over charge ratio check. As it can be observed, channels 
0 to 19 have no response to CIS. Whereas channels 20 to 47 present good amplitude over charge 
ratio. Note, channels 31, 32 and 47 are empty. 

9.3 Time over CIS phase 

For CIS runs, these plots will show the result of the fit of the time calculated by the fit method 
against the CIS phase. One plot will show the slope (for a good channel it should be close to 1) and 
another one will show the time offset (all channels should have roughly the same offset).  

Figure 76 shows an example the amplitude over charge ratio plots. These plots look correct for all 
channels, but note that the time offset for high gain is one sample (~ 35 ns) off. 

  
Figure 76: Amplitude over charge ratio plots. 

9.4 Pedestals and noise 

The pedestal plots will show the average value, in ADC counts, of the first time-sample for each 
channel. Another plot will show the low frequency noise, so called because it is the RMS of the 
pedestal distribution and it monitors how the pedestal change with low frequency sampling. A third 
plot will show the high frequency noise, so called because it is the mean value of the distribution of the 
RMS of the samples of each events and, hence, it monitors how the the pedestal change with high 
frequency sampling(40 MHz). For high frequency noise, the limits marked on the plots only make 
sense in pedestal and, with a little bias, in cosmic runs. They don't make sense in runs where a signal is 
injected (CIS, MonoCIS, LED runs).  
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Figure 77 shows the pedestal and noise plots. This super-drawer module presents typical values for 
the pedestal are around 50 ADC. Note the tipical rise in noise close to the patch panel (high channel 
number).  

 
Figure 77: Pedestal and noise plots. 

9.5 Mean amplitude and RMS, mean time and RMS 

Specially important for LED and MonoCIS runs. These plots monitor how stable is the electronic 
(MonoCIS) and the eletronic+phototube (LED) response to a signal. In RMS plots, black markers are 
the RMS values of the amplitude, while blue markers are the sigma values of the gaussian fit. Plots are 
produced for both high and low gains, but for all mono gain runs only one gain will display significan 
informations based on the amplitude of the signal.  

Figure 78 shows the mean amplitude and RMS and mean time and RMS plots for a Pedestal run 
type. Note the amplitude is around zero as expected. The RMS rises close to the patch panel (high 
channel number).  

9.6 Covariance and correlation plots 

Correlation and Covariance plots. For Pedestal runs. These bidimensional plots show the 
correlation of the amplitude among the 48 channels. If there is some correlation in the amplitudes, this 
means that there is a source of coherent noise in the module (like the one that can be induced by the 
power supply). 

Figure 79 shows the typical covariance and correlation plots for a Pedestal run. 
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Figure 78: Mean aplitude and RMS, mean time and RMS plots. 

 
Figure 79: Correlation and covariance plots. 
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Acronyms 
 

 

ADC : Analogue to Digital Converter. 

ATLAS : A Toroidal Lhc AparatuS. 

BCID : Bunch Crossing IDentifier. 

CERN : Centre Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire. 

CIS : Charge Injection System. 

CMT : Configuration Management Tool. 

CPU : Central Processing Unit. 

CTP : Central Trigger Processor. 

DAQ : Data AcQuisition. 

DSP : Digital Signal Processor. 

FEB : Front End Board. 

FIFO : First-In and First-Out memory. 

FPGA : Field- Programmable Gate Arrays. 

FRAGID : Fragment Identification. 

HV : High Voltage. 

L1A : Level 1 trigger Accept 

LHC : Large Hadron Collider. 

LSC : Link Source Card. 

OC : Output Controller. 

OF : Optimal Filter. 

OR : Optical Receiver. 

PMT : PhotoMulTiplier. 

PLL : Phase-Locked Loop. 

PU : Processing Unit. 
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RAM : Random Access Memory. 

ROB : Read-Out Buffer. 

ROD : Read-Out Driver 

ROS : Read-Out System. 

SBC : Single Board Computer. 

TBM : Trigger and Busy Module. 

TDAQ : Trigger and Data AcQuisition. 

TM : Transition Module. 

TTC : Timing, Trigger and Control. 

Ttype : Trigger type. 
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